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Indoor localisation based on ubiquitous WLAN has exhibited the capability of being a
cheap and relatively precise technology and has been verified by many successful examples.
Its performance is subject to change due to multipath propagation and changes in the
environment (people, building layouts, antenna characteristics etc.) which cannot be easily
eliminated. This thesis addresses the automatic localisation of indoor user and proposes
solutions for both positioning and seamlessly tracking a user using WLAN technology in
addition to image sensing. By fusing these modalities we obtain better performance than
using them individually. A fusion function designed to merge both analysis results into one
semantic interpretation of user location is presented. Also a tracking approach based on
an adaptive function that converts times between locations into probabilities and employs
a Viterbi-based solution is proposed. An indoor localisation algorithm is described which
is based on the creation of a database of WLAN signal strengths at pre-chosen calibration
points (CPs). The need for fewer CPs than in standard methods is achieved due to the use
of a novel interpolation algorithm, based on the specification of robust range and angle-
dependent likelihood functions that describe the probability of a user being in the vicinity
of each CP. The actual location of the user is estimated by solving a system of equations
with two unknowns derived for a pair of CPs. Different pairs of CPs can be chosen to make
several estimates which can then be combined to increase the accuracy of the estimate. The
effectiveness of the fusion and the tracking approaches is evaluated on a very challenging
dataset throughout a university building. Results that are presented demonstrate high
accuracy that can be achieved. The methods are compared to several competing localisation
iv
methods and are shown to give superior results. The potential usefulness of this work is
envisaged in a range of ambient assisted living applications including lifelogging and as an
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Location awareness is a key feature in the context-aware computing paradigm [168, 125].
Moreover, location information can provide context for additional mobile computing services
[94]. The meaning and the relevance of data can be interpreted differently as the user’s
location changes with time. Therefore, location determination represents a key goal for
mobile computing. Localisation refers to a process of obtaining the location information of a
user. There are different types of location information: symbolic location, relative location,
physical location and absolute location. Symbolic location matches physical location with
a symbolic location name. Physical location is represented in coordinates, which is shown
as a point on a 2D or 3D map. Absolute location uses a common reference system for all
located objects. A relative location is determined in the context of predefined reference
system. Thus, location is usually measured relative to known reference points. In the
literature, localisation process is variously known as location sensing [78], geolocation [134],
position location [138] or simply localisation [97]. In this work these terms will be used
interchangeably. There are two types of localisation possible based on the characteristics of
the physical space: indoor and outdoor localisation.
The success and uptake of outdoor positioning and localisation systems, GPS in the
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first instance, has thrown down a challenging gauntlet for indoor localisation services and
applications. Unfortunately, the GPS system cannot be used effectively inside buildings and
in dense urban areas (so called urban canyons) due to its weak signal reception (i.e. when
there is no line-of-sight to the satellites). Thus, indoor localisation relies on different means
to precisely position a user without the help of signals from GPS satellites. Commercial
indoor positioning systems typically use RF, infrared and ultra sound signals. Different
types of sensors are required to detect electromagnetic signals that actually depend on
location (e.g. a photo-diode detector is commonly used for infrared signal detection). A
sensing process converts these signals into a measurable metric such as distance or angle in
the localisation process [134]. Then, the measurable metrics are processed by a positioning
algorithm to estimate the position of a user [134]. Unlike outdoor areas, indoor areas
impose various challenges on user localisation due to the dense multipath and building
material which affect propagation [170]. GPS specifies the latitude, longitude, and altitude
coordinates and thus computes the absolute position of a user. On the contrary, some
indoor localisation systems have to use some other points of reference such as offices, rooms
and bigger indoor spaces, calibration points etc.
The most important performance metrics of an indoor localisation system are accuracy
and precision. These are usually expressed as a percentage of correctly guessed locations
(precision) and as an absolute distance between the estimated and the real location of a
user (accuracy). Precision represents a confidence that the location detection process has
been successful. Several authors mention coverage, delay, scalability and capacity of the
positioning system as other metrics. The coverage metric defines the (maximal) area within
users can be located [107]. The delay metric refers to the time taken between sensing of
the signal and reporting the information. Scalability indicates system performance when
the number of possible user locations increases and/or when the area of user localisation
becomes larger [107]. The capacity metric measures the number of detected locations that
a system can process in one second [107]. All of these metrics heavily depend on charac-
teristics of the indoor environment, the sensing technologies, the bandwidth of the sensed
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signal, infrastructure, positioning algorithm, and complexity of signal processing techniques
employed to estimate the location information [107].
The cost of an indoor positioning system depends on the cost of extra infrastructure
required, reliability desired, and characteristics of the technologies used [30]. It also includes
installations during the deployment period. It is generally accepted that it is better to
reuse infrastructure that already exists in the environment in order to make the setup
easier. This can also save some equipment and infrastructure cost. For instance, in an
in-band communication system, the existing (communication) signals can also be used for
location sensing. After the system becomes operational, the extra power consumption can
be considered as a cost for the positioning system [30]. The complexity of the approach used
in a localisation system needs to be balanced and optimized with its performance. This is
usually based on various trade-offs between a system’s accuracy/precision and complexity.
The major application requirements for location information are the availability, the
performance and the granularity. These requirements are different from one application
to another. The availability discusses situations when the location information cannot be
obtained and determines the obstacles that prevent a localisation system from obtaining
the location information. The performance requirements can include any combination of
performance metrics discussed above. There are two types of granularity: temporal and
spatial. Temporal granularity determines the rate at which the location information is
requested. The spatial granularity determines the level of detail of location information. We
may distinguish two approaches based on where localisation is performed: self-positioning
and remote-positioning [94]. In self-positioning a user determines his (her) location while
in remote-positioning someone/something else determines position of a (distant) user.
Another important issue and concern in the world of localisation systems is security.
This means that (some) users do not want to be revealed or tracked when their location
is detected. This is also associated with the way in which devices detect a user’s position.
Moreover, it also depends on the type of application as the level of possible security is often
determined by the sensing approach [119]. For example there is a location tracking system,
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E− 911, whose privacy can be violated [119] compared to GPS that can be used absolutely
securely. Therefore, in case it is needed a location system should have a security protocol
embedded within the system to protect the location information.
There are two types of integration of multiple modalities: fusion and hybrid. In case
of fusion all features or results are integrated at all times while in case of hybrid they are
integrated only when needed. These terms will be explained in greater detail in section 3.12.
Due to complex indoor environments and given the modalities that are currently available,
using more that one improves accuracy/precision. By using two sensing modalities, e.g.
images and WLAN data, one can make a more robust localisation system. In this work, a
localisation system is proposed that represents the fusion of two components: WLAN-based
and image-based localisation. In the fusion, images and WLAN data are used at all times
i.e. in every localisation test. In other case (a hybrid approach) images in addition to
WLAN data (used in every test), are used only when necessary i.e. when WLAN breaks
down and/or is unreliable. Moreover, an improved localisation approach based on WLAN
is proposed as the subcomponent of the fusion algorithm. These options are represented in
figure 1.1.
The limitations and challenges of existing approaches are closely related to the propaga-
tion of RF signals in indoor environments which poses a central challenge. Certain materials
within the indoor environment affect the propagation of radio waves. For example materi-
als such as wood or concrete attenuate RF signals, while materials such as metals or water
cause reflections, scattering and diffraction of radio waves. These effects lead to multipath
radio wave propagation, which encumbers accurate calculation of the distance between the
transmitter and the receiver [66,36,89,32,84,97,85,168]. Several authors have proposed tech-
niques to compensate for these inaccuracies by automatically generating radio maps which
consider the structure of the building [110,96,58]. However, a comprehensive model of all
the materials in a complex environment such as a health care facility or a patient’s home is
a non-trivial problem. The propagation of radio waves are adversely affected by changes to
the physical environment such as the rearrangement of furniture, structural modifications
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Figure 1.1: The diagram of the dual-sensor localisation system. An improved approach
based on WLAN data only is used when localising a user between pre-selected locations
or movement of personnel within a building. In these environments, the radio properties are
highly dynamic, and a radio map captured at a certain point in time cannot be used reliably
for localization without accounting for these dynamic changes [62,38,114,152]. Interference
and noise are often-mentioned challenges [48,135]. Localisation technologies based on RF
technologies can be attractive due to the ubiquity of certain infrastructural technologies,
such as wireless data networks, that may already be present in the facilities. Care must
be taken, however, in evaluating the impact of the physical environment on the RF lo-
calization technologies, as the solution may be rendered non-operative in certain clinical
settings. For image-based localisation challenges exist in case of significant occlusion or
lightning changes. Also most of image-based localisation methods cannot easily distinguish
very similar locations thus introducing localisation errors in case of locations physically far
from each other.
Image and wireless based technologies have penetrated the world of consumer electronics
and include public safety, industrial, medical, logistics and transport systems along with
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many other applications. Some other related areas are context-based information services,
tracking, guiding and touring applications and devices. The main breakthroughs in the
indoor localisation area have been achieved in the last 20 years. Both industry and academia
are doing their best to ensure developments and advancements of localisation systems.
Numerous wireless and image-based technologies have been used for indoor localisation.
Only a few works however have tried to fuse these two modalities to achieve better overall
accuracy/precision as proposed in this thesis.
1.2 Mobile data sensing
Wearable camera technology has evolved to the point whereby small unobtrusive cameras
are now readily available, e.g. the Vicon Revue (formerly known as Microsoft Research’s
SenseCam)1 . This has allowed research effort to focus on analysis and interpretation of the
data that such devices provide [88]. Even in the absence of bespoke platforms such as the
Vicon Revue, any smart phone can be turned into a wearable camera. The Campaignr2
configurable micropublishing platform has demonstrated the capability of mobile platforms
to act as WLAN (and more general sensor) data gathering hubs. Researchers in Dublin City
University are developing a device using an Android-based smart-phone worn on a lanyard
around the neck that in addition to image capture also senses a variety of other modalities
e.g. motion, GPS, Bluetooth, WLAN. The motivation for this is to use this platform in a
variety of ambient assisted living applications as well as assistive technology for the memory
and visually impaired. Although this platform does not exist commercially at the moment
it is likely that such devices will start to appear in the near future. Novel technologies such
as robust indoor localisation will help drive this. These platforms allow users to regularly
collect data at many (indoor) locations. This large collection of data needs some means of
structuring it to make it understandable and searchable.




identification of indoor locations. The indoor localisation problem is complicated by a
number of factors. Although GPS has become synonymous with user localisation, indoors
its signals are weak or non-existent. Using WLAN as a solution has given promising results,
but its performance is subject to change due to multipath propagation and changes in the
environment, such as number of persons present in a given location, variable orientation,
temporary changes to building layout, etc. [135]. Figure 1.2 displays an example of typical
histogram data collected for WLAN-based localisation and illustrates the variation in signal
characteristics which enables us to distinguish between locations. In an IEEE 802.11 system
RSSI is the relative received signal strength (RSS) in a wireless environment, in arbitrary
units. RSSI is an indication of the power level being received by the antenna. Therefore,
the higher the RSSI number the stronger the signal. Vendors provide their own accuracy,
granularity, and range for the actual RSS (measured in mW or dBm) and their range of
RSSI values (from 0 to RSSIMax).
(a) (b)
Figure 1.2: Two histograms of WLAN data (RSSI) each representing a different location
Variations in the environment, such as temporary changes to building layout or presence
of foliage, can affect received signal strength (RSS) [93, 169]. Its performance also depends
on the material the building is made from, size of spaces where measurements take place,
antenna orientation, directionality, etc. [135]. Using images to determine location is an
alternative technique to radio-frequency wireless signal based approaches. As we have access
to the images on our capture platform it costs us nothing in terms of extra hardware.
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Moreover, there are situations when WLAN breaks down, thus making the use of images
the only option. Image-based localisation techniques have provided some promising results,
as in [171, 24], but the limitations continue to be due to computational expensiveness,
occlusion, changes in lighting, noise and blur [24]. The challenge investigated in this thesis
is to find the best way to fuse or hybridize both sources of information. In this work, an
approach that combines image and WLAN data is proposed to leverage the best of both of
these complementary modalities. A novel fusion function designed to merge both analysis
results into one semantic interpretation of a user location is presented. By combining the
strengths of these two complementary approaches, we hope to achieve high accuracy and
robustness to the problems that affect individual modalities. A method that addresses the
automatic tracking of the user indoors using a fusion of WLAN and image data is also
presented. Eventually an approach for localising a user anywhere within space defined by
preselected locations is presented. As these methods can be orientated towards the needs
and capabilities of the user based on context they are potentially useful for ambient assisted
living applications.
1.3 Research contributions
In this thesis the problem of indoor user localisation and tracking using WLAN-based and
image-based localisation techniques is investigated. First both modalities are investigated
separately. A precise WLAN-based algorithm is used, along with a vocabulary tree method
for image-based localisation. The vocabulary tree [131] was designed using 64-dimensional
Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) descriptors [24]. WLAN and image matching data
are fused to improve localisation results. The user can be tracked and eventually the se-
quence of consecutively visited locations is obtained. Moreover, position anywhere in the
space can be estimated using different algorithms. In this thesis all methods are verified
on a large and very challenging experimental datasets thus proving the robustness of the
proposed methods. The key research contributions are as follows:
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• A novel image-based localisation method is proposed based on fine tuning the cluster
centers of the hierarchical vocabulary tree of the SURF feature descriptors. Cluster
centers were calculated recursively using the previously calculated cluster centers.
This shows great robustness over the simpler approach where the centers are calculated
only once.
• A novel fusion function is presented which takes localisation results from both sensing
modalities simultaneously to create a new ranking of the locations. It uses weighted
linear combination of confidences of both modalities and together with adaptively
calculated thresholds obtains better accuracy/precision than when using any single
modality. The proposed fusion approach is very general and thus potentially applica-
ble to various sensing modalities.
• A novel tracking method is employed when using an image-based, WLAN-based or
fusion-based approach only. The method represents a simple Viterbi-based multi-
plestate model using simple Hidden Markov Model (HMM) states. An approach for
converting times (between the two consecutive locations) into probabilities in order
to construct the most likely route traversed by the user is proposed.
• Finally this thesis proposes and verifies a novel approach for localising the user any-
where within space defined with a rectangular grid of known locations of size 3×5m2.
The novel interpolation algorithm is based on the specification of robust range and
angle-dependent likelihood functions that describe the probability of the user being in
the vicinity of known, pre-selected locations in space. This approximation showed the
best trade-off between complexity and accuracy and moreover introduced flexibility
into the system. Contribution is the ability to reduce the number of calibration points
(CPs)3 needed.
3Received signal strength data are collected at many pre-selected locations which will be referred to in
this thesis as calibration points - CPs
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1.4 Organization
An overview of some applications motivated by the use of a platform capable of sensing
different sensors (in our case WLAN and image data gathering hubs are of main interest) is
given in chapter 2. Wearable cameras and multiplatform devices more easily contribute to
collecting and indexing a wearer’s experiences by (unobtrusively) collecting various sensing
data. Vicon Revue in particular is a successful example of such a camera and is discussed
in detail. In this chapter potential application scenarios such as aid for memory-impaired,
visually-impaired, tourist-orientated applications and applications in health and medicine
are discussed.
In chapter 3 we focus on a review of indoor localisation and tracking systems, particu-
larly on those that are of main interest in this work: wireless local area network (WLAN)
based, image/video-based and localisation systems based on hybrid and fusion of these two
modalities. It also discusses the most often used RF-based and image-based localisation met-
rics. An overview of RF and WLAN-based localisation techniques is given together with the
image-based counterpart. For the image-based techniques the most famous feature detectors
and descriptors used in the localisation process are also explained. Various different hybrid
and fusion examples of these two modalities are presented including location-based services
for ambient-assisted living scenarios, identification of frequent indoor trips, e-services and
mobile services, etc.
In chapter 4 some necessary technical background for indoor localisation and tracking
are presented. First we introduce Bayes classification method also known as Bayes local-
isation method. Using a probabilistic chain rule and a naive assumption of conditional
probabilities this approach can be transformed into the more convenient, and for this work
more important, Naive Bayes approach. For the image-based localisation, presented in
section 5.4, we use a hierarchical vocabulary tree of Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF)
descriptor vectors presented in section 5.4.2 of chapter 5. The SURF method itself is de-
scribed in greater detail in section 4.3.1 of this chapter. Hierarchical k-means clustering
is achieved using simple k-means clustering repeatedly. The ranking list of (possible) user
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locations is achieved using K nearest neighbour classifier which is explained in detail in
section 4.4. In this chapter we also discuss how two or more modalities could be fused in
general using weights and/or grid search engine to achieve better performance than using
them separately.
In chapter 5 methods for indoor user localisation and tracking inside a university build-
ing are presented. An approach that would enable user localisation to within an office is
described. The WLAN-based solution, given in section 5.3, uses a extended Naive Bayes
approach to find the user location. Image-based localisation is realized using a novel ap-
proach based on a hierarchical vocabulary tree of SURF descriptor vectors and is given in
section 5.4. A novel fusion approach is proposed to overcome the shortcomings of each of
the individual sensing modalities. We also propose a tracking method (in section 5.8.1)
that can be employed when using image-based, WLAN-based or the fusion-based approach.
Two very challenging experimental setups (ESs) are discussed in sections 5.6 and 5.8.2.
Both localisation and tracking results are given in sections 5.7 and 5.8.3 respectively to
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed methods.
Grid based fingerprinting methods can only localise users to one of the points at which
data was collected. Consequently a fine grid of points is needed to ensure accuracy. Chapter
6 describes a method to localise the user anywhere in a space defined with a grid of cali-
bration points. It uses fewer number of calibration points (CPs) than standard, well-known
localisation approaches and still achieves good performance. Here we also give a short anal-
ysis as to why linear interpolation is needed and useful for finding a likelihood of the user
being at specific CP. Moreover, we tried different rectangular grid spacing and tested how
it affects the overall accuracy and performance. The experimental setup was performed in
the case of a relatively open-plan space and in the case of walls presented along an observed
line which would show how likelihoods change when this kind of obstacle is present. We
compare results against well-known competing approaches showing the superiority of the
proposed method.
The last chapter - chapter 7, discusses potential future work, reviews the thesis’s con-
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clusion and highlights the achievements of the work. Here an overview of Support Vector
Machines (SVMs) classifier together with Neural networks classifier is presented. Their
comparison to k-nearest neighbor is briefly mentioned. One section is dedicated to multi-
modal fusion framework using adaptive-based weighting. It is a very general algorithm from
which many particular ones can be derived and used separately or even fused. Research
contributions are summarized together with the difficulties encountered when evaluating
this work. Finally some concluding remarks are given.
Eventually, the Appendix discusses initial WLAN and image data analysis together
with a description of the properties of both sensing modalities. Signal strength and image
data processing can be difficult because of the data complexity of each modality. In this
chapter the RSSI and image data collection processes are explained: InSSIDer as WLAN
network scanner software for Microsoft Windows produced by MetaGeek, LLC [6] and image





Localisation of people is considered to be a key requirement for ambient assisted living tech-
nology platforms. In the previous chapter we mentioned that wearable cameras together
with a variety of other sensors can be used in a range of ambient-assisted living applications.
In this chapter we give an overview of these applications motivated by the use of a multi-
sensor platform. This includes the huge area of lifelogging, described in section 2.2, enabled
when using the well known Vicon Revue or more generally wearable cameras and other
similar multiplatform devices. Wearable cameras and their applications are described in
general in section 2.2.1. More specifically, Vicon Revue and its technical characteristics and
applications are given in section 2.2.2. The potential applications as assistive technologies
for the memory and visually impaired are presented in sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 respectively.
Tourist-oriented applications that would greatly enhance user experience in museums, gal-
leries and other similar institutions are described in section 2.3.3. Finally, various potential
applications in health and daily life monitoring in general are given in section 2.3.4.
Various sensors have been used in indoor localisation, GPS, WLAN, images, video,
audio, accelerometer to name just a few, and have been part of many successful commercial
examples. Moreover, some authors tried to integrate two or even three sensors to improve
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the recognition performance, accuracy or precision. Although GPS signals are stable indoors
they are weak or non-existent. Audio represent reliable source and have been used to localise
users indoors but its performance is worse than performance of other descriptive sensing
modalities such as images. Also as this work describes the user context, using images is more
informative than using audio or accelerometer data. Using video is more informative but
computationally much more expensive than using images thus being worse option compared
to images. Thus, in this thesis, WLAN and image sensors are chosen and used in the data
collection and later in the fusion process. These sensing modalities are widely available
nowadays on almost any smart device thus being cheap and easy to use.
2.2 Lifelogging
Memory represents the ability of an organism to store, retain, and recall information and
experiences. Since all important information and events become part of oneself, it is very
important to have access to them at all times. In the past, exaggeration and repeated sto-
rytelling were used to remember. Shared memories can help make stronger bonds between
the people who share them (e.g. family members, group of close friends). Of course, it goes
without saying that sight is one of the key ways in which we interpret information about
our environment. Unfortunately, the number of memory and visually impaired people is
not small, thus giving researchers an opportunity to develop assistive technologies [80].
Lifelogging is defined as digitally recording different aspects of one’s daily life for one’s
own exclusive personal use. It is a form of reverse surveillance, often called sousveillance,
referring to subjects performing the watching of themselves [52]. A diary as a form of
memory of activities and aspects of an individual (and more recently a blog) is a well
known example of lifelogging. One of the main goals of lifelogging is the effect of total
memory/recall [52]. Users have tried to achieve this using automatic capturing of data from
numerous sources such as e-mails sent and received, web pages visited, audio recordings of
conversations, etc. An important area in this field is visual lifelogging, i.e. an individual
capturing activities using the medium of images or video (camera). Visual lifelogging can
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be associated with different devices such as the Vicon Revue and more generally wearable
cameras, other multiplatform devices, etc. These will be explained in greater detail in
the following subsections. Many research papers have concentrated on the area of visual
lifelogging, more specifically in miniaturising the hardware devices and/or managing a large
amount of data. Only relatively few works have tried to structure and organize these large
amounts of image data. In this work we structure such data to find a user’s position in an
indoor environment.
2.2.1 Wearable cameras and multiplatform devices
The main attraction of wearable cameras is their advantage as a novel, pervasive, lightweight
and wearable technology. The Vicon Revue, shown in figure 2.1, (previously known as Sense-
Cam) has been used by a number of research institutions and companies and thus represents
the most common example of this technology. Wearable cameras are usually fixed to some
part of the wearer’s body (neckworn or handworn). Although wearable cameras contain
mainly image or video sensors, recently many cameras are emerging with various different
sensors. They constitute an easier way of indexing and collecting a wearer’s experiences by
taking images and in the near future other sensed data such as motion, GPS, WLAN data,
etc. Image capture, for example, can be done with user intervention or automatically. This
is achieved whenever a change in movement, lighting or temperature trigger the internal
sensors. The camera also contains accelerometers for improving the image quality such as
removing/reducing blur and stabilizing the image. Also the camera can take the data in a
timer mode. One can select the various options regarding these capturing methods.
Humans receive most of information through their eyes. Thus, the Vicon Revue images
taken in a month or just a single day usually contain most of what the wearer can experi-
ence. Using a computer application the files can be automatically uploaded and analyzed.
They can be observed at different speeds (e.g. images at 3− 10 frame/s using a technique
called Rapid Serial Visual Presentation - RSVP). Another way of analyzing the data is to
automatically segment data into events and then to use an event-detector tool which can
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Figure 2.1: The Vicon Revue camera - an example of a wearable camera
detect an event using features which are representative of that event.
2.2.2 Vicon Revue
The Vicon Revue evolved from the SenseCam developed by Microsoft Research in Cam-
bridge [80]. It is a small lightweight (94g) wearable device (of size: 6.5cm (w) ×7.0cm
(h) ×1.7cm (d)), illustrated in figure 2.2, that is worn on a lanyard around the neck. The
camera incorporates a 3 megapixel digital camera (giving images of resolution 2048× 1536
pixels) and multiple other sensors including: a thermometer, sensors that detect different
levels of light, 3-axis magnetometer (compass), accelerometer with a multiple axis to detect
motion and a passive infrared sensor to detect whether a person is present. It includes a
fish-eye lens that can provide a full field view of 130 degrees in total. The Vicon Revue
device uses a very simple algorithm to trigger its camera: a photo will be taken every 30
seconds by default (this interval is configurable) or alternatively a change in sensor readings
will trigger capture [81]. Some image examples are given in figures 3.1(a) and 3.1(b).
An image can be taken automatically if during a fixed time period (up to 50 seconds)
no image is captured based on the activity of the sensors. It can store up to 8GB of
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Figure 2.2: The front (left) and the back (right) of the Vicon Revue PCB [81]
data in its memory (around 18500 images). Around 2000 images on average can be stored
in the camera, together with other sensor data. The Vicon Revue is capable of storing
approximately 15 days worth of data before it is required to download the images to a
standard PC via a USB cable. Beside images, Vicon Revue also senses and records data
from other sensors. The log file also records the reason for capturing each image (e.g. change
in sensor readings, timed capture or manual shutter press). The Vicon Revue has a built-in
real-time clock that accurately timestamps all files.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.3: Vicon Revue image examples
Many researchers have discussed the capabilities of Vicon Revue or SenseCam in recent
years. For example in [66] a novel application is developed to replay the images of the camera
in specific order. Some others, such as [81], discuss the so called visual diary created using
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a Vicon Revue. This particular work showed the great improvement in everyday life of
a female patient with limbic encephalitis. She had to recall events that occurred during
that day or week, and she managed better with the help of Vicon Revue. Throughout the
world there have been investigations conducted and research works on the benefits of visual
lifelogging using Vicon/SenseCam devices, not only in the lifelogging community, but also
increasingly in the cognitive psychology community.
2.3 Potential application domains
2.3.1 Memory impaired
A key application of lifelogging is as a memory prosthesis. It is possible to automatically
segment and cluster images into specific events during a day or activity (when he/she had
dinner in the evening, when he/she went for a walk in the afternoon, when he/she was talking
to colleague Milan, etc.). By inspecting images of this event this person can remember and
recall talking to a friend Milena, also about how quickly her granddaughter is growing, etc.
For certain events one may prompt the person about what one was doing. The person can
be provided with a list of other potentially relevant events, which one quite enjoys looking
at as they trigger some memories. Clearly, location information, indoor or outdoor can play
an important role here [29, 37].
Wearable camera images can be collected and used as part of a larger dataset for de-
veloping algorithms that allow image content to be categorized automatically, thus quickly
determining what the wearer did [36, 53]. This would be of great help to the memory
impaired. Moreover, the categorization of recorded images can be used to alter the way in
which images and sequences are presented to the user [51], which will become important as
the size of datasets become bigger. Work has also been carried out to explore ways of auto-
matically detecting unusual and pertinent images from large data sets [53]. The examples
given in this section demonstrate the importance of indoor and outdoor localisation based
on images as a potentially enabling technology for all these potential application domains.
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2.3.2 Visually impaired
For most humans, the largest amount of information is received through eyesight. This is
precious information about the outside world without which it is very difficult to perform
everyday activities. There are many devices that can assist visually impaired people in
localisation. From the 50’s significant efforts have been made to provide everyday aid for
visually impaired individuals [21]. They range from simple canes to very sophisticated
computer-based aids and have proved to be very effective. However, adequate solutions
for assistance in navigation for the visually impaired have not been developed yet. The
development of the smart wearable camera could potentially provide navigation, context
awareness and aid. Environmental camera-based sensing is a very attractive solution due
to the information available through this sensor, its low cost, and low power consumption
and its functional similarity to the human eye.
Visual recognition for the visually disabled is a very challenging task since the images
represent complex and time-consuming data to process. The most sought after device is
probably a wearable camera that can detect text regions anywhere in space around a user
and translate and transform the text into a representation understandable to him such as
sound or braille (an example is shown in the figure 2.4). Some camera devices can recognize
and read out characters and the whole text information for the user [84, 101, 108]. A
text capturing device equipped with a camera is presented in [157]. It can detect and
track several multiple regions of text in the surrounding scene. A complete framework
for text detection and tracking in real time is demonstrated and presented in [118]. This
wearable camera automatically and successfully detects and tracks text regions in indoor
scenes. Another example of a wearable camera employs edge detection and color correction
together with the optical zoom to help people who suffer from gradual visual loss over the
total view field. It is also used by color-blind people.
Most previously published wearable camera works use camera systems that can easily
show tactile information to the user (e.g. one example is given in [18]). For recognizing
gestures, standard camera systems perform well as the background which is stationary
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Figure 2.4: Wearable Camera System
can be separated from the image, so that visually impaired can see clearly with help of
simple computer vision processing. The background changes quickly when the camera moves
fast and it is difficult to distinguish between background clutter and nearby objects. The
VibraVest [116] is a specialized collision avoidance helper that provides 3D range information
but requires a very small radar system which can be quite expensive hardware. The user
gets the depth information (similarly to Microsoft Kinect) as a tactile feedback i.e. with an
array of vibrotactile actuators shown in figure 2.5.
Figure 2.5: Wearable actuator and sensor together with a helmet; the motor actuators are
placed around a user’s forehead [116]
The Stereo Vision based Electronic Travel Aid (SVETA) system consists of a head-set
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on which stereo earphones and stereo cameras are placed [22], as shown in figure 2.6(a). The
stereo cameras are placed in the front of the headgear, located slightly above the position
of the eyes as shown in the figure 2.6(b). The stereo camera takes video and images of
the scenes that are in front of a visually impaired user. This data is then processed and
the information is transfered to the blind user by voice commands and musical tones using
earphones. All these fruitful examples show that robust user localisation, and its extensions
to collision avoidance, scene recognition, etc, is a much sought after technology as a key
component of eventually realising truly useful systems.
(a)
(b)
Figure 2.6: SVETA system: (a) Prototype system (b) SVETA system worn by a blind user
[22]
2.3.3 Tourist-oriented
Tourist-oriented application of wearable cameras can help visitors inside galleries and muse-
ums while visiting exhibits of their preference. They could provide visitors with descriptions
of exhibits in museums. With the help of some other built-in sensors such as WLAN or
simply punching in an exhibit ID number cameras can become aware of specific location
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and give more information regarding the specific exhibit. It can also deliver relevant audio
content. Sometimes wearers are required to take a preselected and marked route. If the
device is made to be aware of a user’s location this would enable visitors to experience the
museum freely, instead of using a predefined route. Images taken during the visit can give
more precise information about the particular things related to the exhibits the user had
seen while he was present inside the museum/gallery. The tour experience could be poten-
tially enriched by providing extra information on the exhibits that are currently observed
or that are of particular interest. Information on how visitors explore the museum could
also be determined, thus showing the frequency of visits of the most popular exhibits. It
can also show whether they are rarely visited or placed in sub-optimal positions in terms
of user experience. Something similar was presented in [15]. Clearly, an indoor localisation
system based on WLAN and image data has many potential uses as a tourist-orientated
application in this context.
2.3.4 Other applications in health and medicine
Besides its benefits to memory and the visually impaired or museum visitors, many other
applications have been proposed for wearable cameras many of which require the user
location as a key enabler. For example, some works show how using the camera as a tool
can assist people with physical and mental health problems such as learning disabilities,
neuro-logical conditions and autism [61]. Examples include assessing how much (physical)
activity a patient undertakes or monitoring the number of interactions in a typical week.
Moreover, wearable cameras can provide ground truth data (usually difficult to obtain) and
in the near future it is conceivable that manual data analysis will be replaced by automated
approaches.
A wearable camera has been used in innovative ways to get a first-hand account of
the lives of certain groups of people for whom this would otherwise be difficult (children
with autism and people with learning disabilities wear the device during the course of a
day). The images are reviewed by their carers to better understand how they experience
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(indoor) daily life. It can be monitored how lighting conditions in indoor environments
affect people present. Researchers have used wearable cameras as a tool for ethnography
as it can provide recording behaviour for both wearer and people the wearer interacts with
[34]. In education scenarios a wearable camera provides a method to enhance the reflective
practice techniques sometimes used during on-the-job development [61]. In all scenarios the
user location provides additional useful context for subsequent analyses.
2.4 Conclusion
From the many examples given in the previous sections it is clear that indoor localisation
using wearable cameras or multiplatform devices has potential to be an important enabler
in many application areas. Although some applications and devices are not developed yet or
exist only as a proof of concept it is very likely that they will start to appear and be sought
after in the near future. This also provides the possibility for integrating other sensing
modalities such as audio and tactile information that would enrich user experience and give
useful feedback. As this technology can be implemented on a small platform, e.g. a smart
phone, and as its costs are low it is potentially accessible to everyone. Moreover, due to
its size it can be worn on a daily basis thus proving to be useful for lifelogging and various
health and medicine analyses. As such, it can be considered as a technology whose “time






Localisation is the process of determining the location of a person’s (or object’s) position
with respect to other already defined reference position(s) or system (relative location).
Many different technologies can provide location information. Nowadays there are many
devices that in addition to WLAN capture also sense a variety of other modalities e.g.
motion, Global Positioning System (GPS), Bluetooth. Whilst outdoor localisation is taken
care of on this platform via GPS, indoor localisation is still an unsolved issue. Indoor
localisation can be important enabling technology when using these platforms in a variety
of ambient assisted living applications as well as assistive technology for the memory and
visually impaired. In this chapter we concentrate on the two important technologies related
to this field of research: RF-based and image-based localisation.
There are indoor and outdoor localisation techniques. Indoor localisation can be based
on WLAN, RFID (passive tags are very cost-effective, but do not support any metrics),
Ultrawide band (UWB) that give reduced interference with other devices, Infrared (IR)
which is previously included in most mobile devices, Visible light communication (VLC)
that can use existing lighting systems and Ultrasound waves that move very slowly which
results in much higher accuracy. Also indoor localisation systems are based on audio,
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image, accelerometer, magnetic, etc. data. Outdoor localisation systems are: GPS together
with Differential GPS (DGPS), GLONASS, Galileo and Compass. Also some image-based
approaches have been used outdoors as well.
First we give an overview of outdoor localisation systems in section 3.2. Although Global
Positioning System (GPS) is an outdoor localisation technology, nowadays it represents a
(standard) ubiquitous localisation tool, and is thus presented here briefly together with
its localisation error simply for completeness (section 3.4) and for conceptual comparison
against indoor localisation methods presented in this thesis. To employ RF indoor technolo-
gies various metrics are defined. The most well-known RF-based localisation metrics used
in various scenarios are given in section 3.5. Section 3.7 presents received signal strength
characteristics and discusses mapping between different devices used in RSS collection. An
overview of RF-based (indoor) localisation techniques is given in section 3.8 while some
specific RF technologies and applications used in indoor user localisation are presented in
section 3.8.1. Section 3.8.2 discusses some prominent examples of RF-based localisation
systems.
The well known image-based localisation methods employ feature detection algorithms
as metrics in the localisation process. Section 3.9 gives an overview of the most used fea-
ture detectors. Image-based localisation techniques are presented in section 3.10 consisting
of a short overview of prominent image-based localisation methods (section 3.10.1). We
then discuss how RF and image-based approaches could be fused in order to obtain better
results in the localisation process. A discussion that indicates why the fusion of image and
WLAN data is meaningful is given in section 3.11. Section 3.12 discusses fusion of different
modalities in general. Various detailed examples of hybrid and fusion of WLAN (RF) data
and image data is presented in section 3.13. These examples show that fusion of different
modalities has attracted the attention of researchers throughout the world and should be
further investigated. Motivation for using fusion of WLAN and image data can be given in
the context of:
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• using more than one modality to improve accuracy and/or precision
• obtaining information about user context using more than one (or even more) sensing
modality (in this case - images)
• having these sensing modalities on a single easy-to-use and widely available device (e.g.
a smartphone)
• using modalities robust enough to environmental changes
• sensing modalities that need to be processed relatively fast (almost in real time)
3.2 Outdoor localisation systems
Localisation systems can be indoor and outdoor localisation systems based on where a
user is localised. The most prominent examples of outdoor localisation systems are: Global
Navigation Satellite System (GNSS), broadcast networks developed for some other purposes
such as cellular phone networks, radio-frequency identification (RFID) tags and RAdio
Detection And Ranging (RADAR). There are currently four main GNSS systems in different
states of development. The United States NAVSTAR Global Positioning System (GPS) is
the only fully operational GNSS. The Russian GLONASS is a GNSS in the process of
being restored to full operation which should be reached by 2011. The European Union’s
Galileo positioning system is a next generation GNSS in the initial deployment phase. Full
Orbit Constellation (FOC) should be reached in 2015. China is building up a global system
called COMPASS but also referred to as Beidou-2. Beidou-1 is the a regional augmentation
system. On these navigation system pages we give an overview of the details of these
different systems: GPS, GLONASS, Galileo, and Compass 3.1.
The number of satellites notation 21+3 for GPS and GLONASS mean that the minimal
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Features GPS GLONASS GALILEO COMPASS
Number of Satellites 21 + 3 21 + 3 27 + 3 30 + 5GEO
Number of orbital planes 6 3 3 notgiven
Semi-major axis 26600km 25440km 29600km 21500km
Orbital revolution period 11 : 58H 11 : 15H 14 : 07H 12 : 35H
Inclination 55deg 64deg 56deg 55deg
Satellite Mass 1100kg 1400kg 700kg 2200kg
Solar panel area 14m2 23m2 13m2 notgiven
Table 3.1: The table shows a comparison of some of the key features of different GNSS
systems
system constellation consist out of 21 satellites with 3 active in orbit spares. So there are
a total of 24 satellites in orbit sending signals. Galileo will consist out of a minimum of 27
satellites with 3 active in orbit spares. So there will be 10 satellite in each orbital plane.
One of these satellites is the active in orbit spare. The higher number of satellites in the case
of Galileo is caused by the fact that the Galileo satellites fly above the GPS and GLONASS
satellites.
3.3 Fingerprinting and Non-fingerprinting-based solutions
Fingerprinting-based localisation solutions are based on mobile station which extracts radio
fingerprints, i.e., features from one or more metrics of the radio signal measured at prede-
fined points in the environment. These radio fingerprints are proportional to the distance
between the mobile receiver and the emitting station. Common metrics include the direc-
tion or angle of arrival (AOA), Received Signal Strength (RSS), or time of flight (TOF) of
the incoming radio signal [52]. A radio map or database of fingerprints is created, storing
signal feature values at each location along with the corresponding spatial coordinates. Lo-
calisation is commonly achieved by proximity techniques but more accurate localisation can
be achieved using a triangulation-like process, in which several candidate locations (each
with a fingerprint bearing some resemblance to that of the received signal) are geometrically
combined to provide an estimate of the receiver location in space. Fingerprinting seems to
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provide reasonable localisation accuracies without excessive hardware requirements. The
most pressing challenge however is the non-stationarity of the radio map. This is reflected
as differences in the measured signals during the on-line and off-line phases at the same
exact location.
Non-fingerprinting-based solutions are achieved without a priori analysis of the radio
properties of the environment. Four of these articles, all of them based on UWB radio
signals, rely on signal triangulation as the sole localisation technique [28,88,23,41], while
in [20] localisation is achieved by proximity and scene analysis. Indoor localisation based
on triangulation of radio waves is a non-trivial problem because the transmitted signal
can suffer obstructions and reflections. As a consequence, Non-Line-of-sight (NLOS) con-
ditions emerge. In the presence of NLOS conditions, the radio signal can travel to the
receiver through a non-direct path, giving rise to erroneous distance estimates. To over-
come these problems, the use of UWB radio signals has become the most novel solution in
radio frequency-based solutions. The properties of ultra-wide band, short duration pulses
mitigate the propagation problems associated with multipath propagation.
3.4 The Global Positioning System (GPS)
The Global Positioning System (GPS) is the most prominent technology in positioning and
navigation technology. GPS uses satellites orbiting around the Earth and ground devices
to obtain a user’s position anywhere on Earth. Using a small cheap receiver anyone can
localise oneself. GPS has drastically advanced in terms of accuracy in recent years and
has become an important device for everyday activities [50]. Global Positioning System
satellites transmit signals to receivers which are on the Earth. These receivers receive these
signals passively and they do not transmit any signals. GPS performs poorly when the
receiver does not have line of sight to the satellites, due to obstacles. In addition the
presence of significant multipath can cause that GPS signals are practically non-existent.
The main problems outdoors are urban canyons and/or forested areas. Each GPS satellite
transmits data containing its location and the current time measured by its atomic clocks.
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They have all their operations synchronised in order to start their operation simultaneously.
Transmitted signals reach receivers, traveling at the speed of light. These traveling times
can be different due to different distances between transmitters and receivers and also
due to different atmospheric content. The distance between them is sometimes difficult to
calculate as receivers do not have atomic clocks. This can introduce significant errors while
calculating the distance as discussed in [57].
(a) (b)
Figure 3.1: User localisation using GPS: the intersection point and the area of uncertainty
(gray bands) [57]
A GPS receiver knows the location of the satellites, because that information is included
in satellite transmissions. By estimating how far a satellite is, the receiver also can determine
its location somewhere on the surface of an imaginary sphere centered at the satellite. Each
satellite defines an imaginary sphere. The spheres will be used in obtaining position of the
GPS receiver. The typical operation of GPS is shown in figure 3.1. The dashed lines in
figure 3.1 on the left give the intersection point together with the area of uncertainty given
with gray bands. Due to the various circumstances given above, the distances to the GPS
satellites can only be estimated but the relative distance can be calculated accurately.
The radii of the spheres are known and there is one physically meaningful intersection
point (two in total) of the three spheres. A GPS receiver gives the location of the spheres
which is drawn with the solid lines. As they are given with errors they will typically not
intersect at one single point. Thus the sizes of the spheres need to be adjusted until a
single intersection point is obtained and its coordinates are calculated (to the right in figure
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3.1). This is all done by the GPS receiver. Three spheres are needed to calculate a two-
dimensional position and four spheres to find the three-dimensional position. At least 24
satellites are available at all times. The satellites, operated by the U.S. Air Force, orbit
with a period of 12 hours. Ground stations are used to precisely track each satellite’s
orbit [57]. The accuracy of a GPS receiver depends on the actual receiver and its technical
characteristics. Accuracy usually ranges from 2 to 8 meters. There are very precise GPS
systems, so called Differential GPS (DGPS), that are highly accurate giving an accuracy
of about 0.5 meters. DGPS requires that another receiver is fixed at a known position in
the near vicinity. Measurements recorded by the stationary receiver are used to correct the
positions obtained by the mobile unit.
3.5 RF-based localisation metrics
There are several different technical approaches employed in RF-based localisation nearly
all of which utilize a variety of RF metrics. The most often used RF metrics are: Time
of Arrival (TOA), Time Difference of Arrival (TDOA), Received Signal Strength (RSS) or
Received Signal Strength Indication (RSSI) and Angle of Arrival (AOA).
3.5.1 Time of Arrival
In Time of Arrival (TOA)-based localisation, the arrival time of the First Detected Peak
(FDP) of the received signal is measured to calculate the time of flight and eventually the
distance between the transmitter and the receiver. There are two types of errors in TOA
localisation: Undetected Direct Path (UDP) conditions and multipath effects. In UDP, the
direct path (DP) is obstructed by objects and is below the level of noise, so the receiver
receives an incorrect path as the direct path, thus obtaining errors when measuring position
[13]. Multipath effects arise as a result of the fact that the direct path and the reflected path
are received at the receiver which therefore leads to errors in localisation (due to the overlap
of the signals at the receiver, as shown in figure 3.2) [82]. The need for synchronisation
represents the key drawback of this approach.
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Figure 3.2: How presence of physical structures produce multi-path propagation [82]
3.5.2 Time Difference of Arrival (TDOA)
Using TDOA measurements is especially suited to localisation of high-bandwidth transmit-
ters, e.g. radars. Knowing the time difference of arrival between the transmitter and two
receivers localises the transmitter to the points of a hyperbola. Introducing the third sensor
(second TDOA measurement), one can localise the transmitter at the intersection of two
hyperbolae. Time Difference of Arrival (TDOA) measures the difference in arrival time ∆τ
from the transmitter to the receivers. A typical situation is presented in figure 3.3.
Figure 3.3: TDOA approach and constant TDOA curve (red dashed line) [128]
∆τ = ∆r/c = (r1 − r2)/c (3.1)
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True time difference of arrival is directly proportional to the difference in distances
between the transmitter and the receivers (given in equation 3.1) where c denotes the speed
of light; r1 and r2 denote the distances between the transmitter and the first receiver and
between the transmitter and the second receiver respectively [128]. All points on the red
dashed line in figure 3.3 have the same distance difference to the two receivers, and therefore
the same true time difference of arrival. This constant TDOA curve can be constructed as
a function of x and y transmitter coordinates, and solving it one can obtain the transmitter
coordinates, i.e. its location.
3.5.3 Received Signal Strength (RSS)
The simplest localisation metric for a mobile host (MH) in a WLAN environment is Received
Signal Strength (RSS). The received signal strength value generally decreases with distance
from the transmitter. If one knows how the signal attenuates with distance as well as
transmitted and received power one is able to estimate the distance between the transmitter
and the receiver. A reasonable model for the received power Pr at distance d from the
transmission source is given in equation 3.2:
Pr(d) = P0 − 10np log(d/d0) +X (3.2)
where P0 is the reference power (dBm) at the distance d0, np is a path loss exponent (PLE
- covers deterministic parameters of the environment) and X (dBm) represents a random
variable which follows a log-normal distribution [126]. There are several challenges when
using an RSS-based approach to achieve the distance estimation. In different environments
(urban, outdoor, indoor, free space, with obstacles, etc.) the performance and accuracy is
affected by many factors e.g. transmitter-receiver distance, RSSI uncertainty, non-line-of-
sight (obstructions), antenna radiation pattern, gain and height, reflections due to multi-
path transmission, vegetation diffraction and scattering [126]. Nevertheless this is very
often the first choice as the basis of a localisation technique.
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3.5.4 Localisation using Angle of Arrival
Angle of Arrival (AOA) is defined as the angle between the propagation direction of an
incident wave and a given reference direction (orientation). Orientation is measured in
degrees in a clockwise direction from the North. When the orientation is 0 deg or pointing
to the North, the AOA is absolute, otherwise, relative. An antenna array is typically used
to obtain AOA measurements. In figure 3.4 (from [144]) angles θ1 and θ2 are measured at
receiver u, are the relative AOAs of the signals sent from transmitters b1 and b2, respectively
[144]. If the orientation of the receiver is denoted by ∆θ, the absolute AOAs from b1 and
b2 can be calculated as (θi + ∆θ), i = 1, 2.
Figure 3.4: Localisation using AOA [144]
Every AOA measurement that corresponds to a transmitter constrains the location of
the receiver to lie along the line starting at the transmitter in the direction given by the
angle. The location of the receiver u is given by intersection of all lines when two or more




A location fingerprint based on WLAN such as RSSI is the key component in a user location
representation. The fingerprint is labelled with a location information. The fingerprinting
technique requires a training phase (or off-line phase) to collect location fingerprints for all
CPs in the operating area, before the actual deployment - a testing phase (or on-line phase).
The measurement dataset collected during the off-line and on-line phase are called a training
and a testing set respectively. The location fingerprints and their labels are maintained in
database and used during the testing phase to estimate the user’s location. The label and
fingerprint are usually denoted as a tuple. The tuple of real coordinates can vary from
one dimension to 5 dimensions which includes the 3 spatial dimensions and 2 orientation
variables expressed in spherical coordinates. A location information of a two-dimensional
system with an orientation is usually expressed as a triplet (x, y, d) where x and y represent
CP coordinates and d represents one of the 4 orientations (North,East,South,West). It
is commonly acknowledged that the RSS is the simplest and most effective signature for
location fingerprints because it is readily available in all WLAN interface cards. The RSSI is
found to be more location-dependent than the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) because the noise
component is rather random in nature. However, the RSSI itself can fluctuate over time for
each access point and location. Each RSSI element can be considered as a random variable.
The location fingerprint is usually denoted as an array or vector of signal strength received at
any position in the location-based area. The size of the vector is determined by the number
of access points that can be heard. In this thesis all non-confident access points were not
taken into consideration and thus removed from the localisation process: weak access points
(with RSSI values bigger than 80), non-stable access points (appear very irregularly and/or
disappear quickly) and access points whose RSSI values oscillate a lot (e.g. going too quickly
from 66 to 49 and rising again back to 66 too quickly). Also the RSSI measurements in the
training phase were collected using laptop and using all four orientations per calibration
point. Each orientation had the same number of RSSI measurements consisting of RSSI
values taken at regular time intervals (time stamps) from all confident access points - a RSSI
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observation. In the testing phase only one RSSI observation and arbitrary user orientation
was used.
3.7 RSSI characteristics and mapping
It is desirable that the same device is used in the training and in the testing phase. This is
to prevent the database to be filled with data values that are too high or too low, in which
the amount of over or underestimation can be diminished. Second, localisation algorithms
can provide false information about a user’s location, as they are dependent on the building
structure, and thus highly influent on multipath effects. Fingerprinting requires a lot of
pre-processed work, in the form of site surveying [2]. Also, the fact that it is capable of
handling multipath makes it an advantage at the same time. As soon as large objects,
including people, are moved, the fingerprinting process will be affected. The same applies
for the fixation of MAC addresses [155]. Since the RSSIs are dependent on the MAC address,
patterns might not be found, as soon as an access point (AP) has been replaced by another.
This needs to be constantly updated, and from time to time a new survey has to take place.
The papers [183] and [23] have mentioned that fingerprinting and thus localisation result
can be different when using different WLAN card and devices (laptop, mobile phone, iPAD,
antennae), sometimes substantially. It is also well known [23] that different WLAN card
distributors choose to measure WLAN RSSI data differently [23]. Some cards, for example
IEEE 802.11 Cisco’s wireless card, have 100 different values, while e.g. Atheros wireless
card has 65 levels. Device drivers and WLAN card use these values internally and every
distributor of WLAN cards has its own specific set of RSSI values going from 0 to some
RSSIMax [183]. Moreover, the distributor defines granularity and range for the power (in
dBms) [183]. A WLAN card with good granularity or bigger set of RSSI values gives better
localisation accuracy since it better differentiates between two locations. A receiver with
smaller standard deviation is better for localisation as it shows fewer different values of the
RSSI at that location. If RSSIs have a small standard deviation, the probability to choose
a nearby position instead of the real one is smaller. A wireless card with the widest RSSI
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range can obtain a higher resolution signal. Thus, some RSSI measurements of similar value
(close to each other) can be in fact represented as one RSSI value! Since collection of the
training data depends on wireless card distributor it is crucial that the same card is used
during the training and testing dataset collection as the localisation process in case when
different cards are used in the training and testing processes might differ significantly [183]
unless a special mapping function is developed for localising a user when using different
devices in the training and the testing phase. In the indoor localisation area a WLAN
card that has a bigger mean RSSI value at the same position is better but for positioning
purposes, the standard deviation and the range of RSSI values are more important [23].
An essential feature of WLAN cards used in indoor positioning is the capability to scan
the nearby APs actively, passively, or using both. Experiments with different wireless cards
showed that the scanning information from only SmartMedia card (SMC) can be acquired
correctly [183]. For indoor positioning purpose, the card that has the widest range and
the lowest standard deviation of RSS should be employed. The software tools provided by
these cards are different in quality. The cards that have a good standard deviation and
RSSI measurable range should be used for most measurement experiments. The distance
between APs also differentiates various locations. In case of moving these APs the system
will have a different region where position location can be performed. The distance in signal
space is very different to the distance in physical space. In-depth analysis to estimate the
resolution according to the quantization is beyond the scope of this work due to limited
information of actual quantization step of each wireless card.
3.8 Overview of RF-based (indoor) localisation
RF-based localisation technologies face difficulties such as obstructed wireless propagation
in complex environments and unreliable performance in indoor areas. RF propagation
is usually multipath and low probability Line Of Sight (LOS) propagation of the signal
between a transmitter and a receiver. Thus, accurate RF-based positioning is a difficult
and challenging task.
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3.8.1 RF technologies used in indoor user localisation
Analyzing and measuring different properties of waves generated by a transmitter and
received by a receiver, present opportunities for estimating the location of a mobile user.
These estimates can be divided into several categories based on the RF technology used
such as IEEE 802.11, Ultra-Wideband (UWB), ZigBee, or Bluetooth, whether RF is the sole
localisation technology or part of a hybrid solution [77, 159, 9]. A mobile station extracts
features from one or more metrics of the radio signal at the selected points in the space.
These features represent radio fingerprints and they give a good basis for fingerprinting-
based localisation. Some of them (not AOA for example) depend on, and are proportional
to, the distance between transmitter and receiver. A radio map or database of fingerprints
is created by storing signal feature values together with corresponding spatial coordinates.
Localisation is commonly achieved using RF localisation metrics and proximity techniques
(i.e., finding the closest match between the features of the received radio signal and those
stored in the radio map). More accurate results can be obtained using a triangulation
process. It is a process of determining the location of a point by measuring angles to it
from known points. For a selected location, fingerprinting measurements are taken for each
possible orientation (for each orientation the fingerprint will be different). Fingerprinting is
a low cost localisation method without significant hardware requirements and yields good
accuracy [159]. Non-fingerprinting-based solutions (UWB) are achieved without a priori
analysis of the radio properties of the environment [9]. UWB, for example, relies on signal
triangulation as the localisation technique (with degraded signals this becomes a complex
and difficult task).
Indoor localisation based on personal and local area networks
WLAN is aimed to provide local wireless access to fixed network architectures. The IEEE
802.11 working group published 802.11b in 1999, and 802.11g. WLAN is becoming increas-
ingly popular today, especially in indoor and public areas. Most of the WLAN products are
based on 802.11b, and work in the 2.4 GHz band which is unlicensed and can be used for data
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transmission if a number of rules are followed. Many signal strength (RSSI) [165, 41, 8, 77],
angle of arrival (AOA) [46, 77], time of arrival (TOA) [176, 177, 77] and time difference
of arrival (TDOA) [103, 9] based techniques have been employed for location estimation in
WLAN indoor environments.
ZigBee is a low-cost and low-power wireless network standard which is widely deployed
in wireless control and monitoring applications. It uses three bands: 868 MHz, 915 MHz
and 2.4 GHz. The localisation techniques based on this standard usually use fingerprinting
RSSI values which are pre-stored in a database and retrieved to locate a user’s position
[154]. It means that a “blind” node is placed at pre-defined anchor positions in advance.
The blind node continuously sends requests to its surrounding reference nodes and receives
responses from these reference nodes. The system continuously record these responses to
analyze them until they become stable [154]. The mobile object is located by comparing
the current RSSI values with the pre-stored maps of RSSI values.
Some other RF-based localisation systems used mainly for “near to user” application
scenarios employ Bluetooth. This is an ad-hoc network whose inquiry signals make inquiries
about near-by Bluetooth stations. This process is achieved using different RSSI power levels
sequence. Thus, low power levels will detect devices in close proximity and higher power
levels will locate devices further away [63]. This approach requires a fixed or “anchor” node
which establishes the position of nearby mobile nodes. The nodes that were localised can
be used for the position estimation of the other (undetected) nodes, creating an ad-hoc
network. The Bluetooth protocol operates at 2.402 − 2.480 GHz and error estimation is
around 1.88 meters [63].
Ultra-Wideband (UWB) technology can be used to track and/or detect the position of
a (moving) object with even centimeter level accuracy thanks to its cooperative symmet-
ric two-way metering technique [13]. The reliable detection of the direct path from the
transmitter to the receiver enables accurate positioning calculations. Not only can inter-
fering reflections be mitigated, but also the direct path can be principally captured even
if it is attenuated by an object to some extent. A very important feature of UWB radio
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technology is the possibility to calculate time of arrival (TOA) of the direct path of the
radio transmission between the transmitter and receiver at different frequencies. Important
characteristics of pulse-based UWB are very short pulses, less than 23 cm for a 1.3 GHz and
less than 60 cm for a 500 MHz bandwidth pulse, so most signal reflections do not interfere
with the direct signal, thus ensuring that the usual multipath fading of narrow signals does
not occur. Some reported works use AOA, TDOA and RSSI for localisation purposes as
well [89].
Radio-frequency Identification (RFID) tags
RFID tag solutions are based on one or more reading devices that are capable of wireless
detection of ID tags present in the neighborhood (using TOA, AOA, TDOA and RSSI
metrics) [160, 150, 85]. The tags present in the environment reflect the signal that was
previously transmitted by the reader. They modulate it by adding a unique identification
code. The tags can be active or passive. Active tags are usually powered by a battery
while the passive tags draw energy from the incoming radio signal [150, 85]. The detection
range of the latter is therefore more limited. Reference tags and the reader are located in
known fixed positions in the environment. To locate a mobile tag, the reader scans through
different power levels for tags in the vicinity. When a mobile tag is detected, the receiver
compares the power returned by the reference tags and the mobile tag, determining the
closest reference tags by using a nearest neighbor algorithm. The position of the mobile tag
is determined by triangulating the position of the nearest reference tags [160].
3.8.2 RF-based localisation systems
Many localisation technologies and applications have been proposed so far. The Campaignr1
configurable micropublishing platform has shown the capability of mobile platforms to act
as WLAN (and more general sensor) data gathering hubs and thus can be used in the
localisation process [139]. Although Active Badge system [74] and the systems presented
1http://www.campaignr.com
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in [167] and in [55] do not belong to RF-based localisation systems, they are the first,
well-known examples of indoor localisation systems and thus described below.
The Active Badge system [74] was among the first systems (1992) and thus an important
contribution in the field of localisation systems. This badge is an infra-red (IR) system and
is worn by a user. Every 10 seconds a unique IR signal is emitted. Sensors are placed at
known positions inside a building. They receive the unique identifiers and send them to the
location manager software. However, the system cannot exactly position a user, only the
room he/she is currently in. This system requires significant maintenance and installation
costs and it performs poorly in the presence of direct sunlight. Another method based on
IR technology consists of IR beacons that are placed on the ceiling at known positions [167].
An optical sensor on a headmounted unit receives the IR beacons, which allows the system
to obtain the user’s position.
Another work reported in [55] discusses a combination of ultrasound (US) and IR sensors.
A user that needs to be localised is, in this case, a mobile robot that emits an active US
chirp. Beacons, scattered throughout environment can detect this signal and, after a pre-
defined waiting time, the beacon replies to the chirp with an IR burst containing its location.
The distance (between the active beacon and the robot) is determined by the elapsed time
interval. Using a database of distance measurements a position can be calculated. The
paper reported an accuracy of less than 10 cm.
RADAR [19] records and processes RSSI data from multiple base stations positioned
such that their signals overlap in the area in which a user is to be localised. This paper
shows the first fingerprinting system localisation system obtaining localisation accuracies of
2−3 meters using around 70 calibration points (CPs) that are placed non-uniformly at least
every 2.5 meters. Empirical measurements are combined with signal propagation models to
obtain user position. The signal propagation model approach makes the localisation process
easier but the empirical method gives much better accuracy.
The HORUS system [180] models the signal strength distributions using parametric and
non-parametric distributions thus reducing the effect of temporal variations. The experi-
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mental setup and the results show that under the independence assumption, as the number
of RSSI values increases, the performance decreases. Therefore, the authors introduced the
correlation modeler and handling modules that use an autoregressive model for handling
the correlation between RSSI values from the same AP. HORUS estimates the location of
a user from the discrete set of CPs. The distance between two consecutive CPs on average
was around 1.52 meters. 110 CPs in total were used. The authors stated they had achieved
very high accuracy (the average accuracy reported was less than 0.8 meters) which was
questionable when replicated in this thesis and some other works [58, 10].
Another localisation system is described in [91]. The COMPASS system utilizes both
WLAN 802.11 and digital compasses. The authors have shown that incorporating informa-
tion about the user orientation could significantly improve the accuracy of the localisation
system. Moreover a probabilistic algorithm was used to calculate probability distribution
over CPs and a simple averaging algorithm to further improve the performance of the
system was presented. 166 CPs were uniformly distributed 1 meter apart throughout a uni-
versity building in order to set up the positioning system and to evaluate it in a real-world
environment. An average error distance of less than 1.65 meters was achieved.
The DAEDALUS project [79] represents a system for coarse-grained user localisation
consisting of the base stations that transmit beacons augmented with their physical coordi-
nates. A mobile host estimates its location using the location of the base station to which
it is attached. It was reported that the accuracy of the system was limited by the (possibly
large) cell size.
The EKAHAU real time location system (RTLS) [1] is a WLAN-based indoor localisa-
tion solution which achieves sub-room, room-, floor- and building-level accuracy (in general
1.4− 5 meters). The system uses patented software-based algorithms to compute the loca-
tion of tracked objects and can easily scale to support more than 30, 000 tags on a single
server. Several global companies (McKesson, Nortel, HP, 3M, Siemens, etc.) have bench-
marked EKAHAU and stated that it offers the best combination of performance and cost
[1].
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The NIBBLE location system, from UCLA, uses a Bayesian network to infer a user
location [39]. Their Bayesian network model includes nodes for location, noise, and access
points (sensors). The signal to noise ratio (SNR) observed from an AP at a given location
is taken as an indication of that location. The SNR is distinguished into four levels: high,
medium, low, and none. The system stores the joint distribution between all the random
variables of the system. There are 9 room locations that were used for accuracy testing:
3 conference rooms, 2 other offices (cubicles), two private offices, a bigger office (lounge),
and a patio outside the building. A non-uniform distribution of CPs was used within these
spaces. Reported accuracy was 1.7− 2.5 meters.
Another two systems [96, 145] use Bayesian inversion to return the location that max-
imizes the probability of the received signal strength (RSS) vector. The first system [96]
stores the signal strength histograms and uses them in the testing phase to obtain the lo-
cation of a user. Average estimation of the error is around 2 meters and 155 CPs are used.
The spacing between two consecutive CPs was around 2 meters.
One of the latest WLAN-based indoor positioning systems is presented in [58]. The
proposed technique is based on principal component analysis and offers a more efficient
mechanism to utilize information from all APs. These algorithms replace sets and subsets
of available APs by a subset of principal components. The reported average accuracy is
around 2.2 meters using 45 CPs, positioned approximately every 1.5 meters.
A novel Time of Arrival-based (TOA) approach is presented in [68]. It needs a small
modification to the WLAN physical layer to achieve localisation error far less than using
RSSI-based measurements (RMSE is between 0.4 and 5.5 meters). Location Estimation
using Model Trees (LEMT) [178] is based on radio map reconstruction in real time. This
approach takes RSSI values and creates dependency between CPs and the estimated loca-
tions.
Another recent WLAN-based indoor positioning systems is presented in [59]. The paper
discusses the reduction of severe fluctuations of RSS and proposes a scheme that efficiently
extracts the signal for user localisation. The authors state that their system achieves high
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accuracy with the average distance error around 0.65 meters. 86 CPs, separated by 1 meter,
are used.
The most similar paper to the work presented in this thesis in terms of reduction of
calibration effort is [40]. By reducing both the number of calibration data and the number
of CPs, the radio map can be successfully rebuilt using an interpolation approach. A learning
algorithm can employ unlabeled trace data to further improve localisation performance.
Thus, in conclusion we believe that the work represented in this thesis extends the state
of the art in terms of accuracy (under 2.2 meters on average as compared to around 3 meters
in [40]) and due to the fact that an area can be covered with fewer CPs. Furthermore, the
work presented in this thesis takes into account user orientation in the localisation process.
3.9 Image-based localisation metrics
3.9.1 Introduction
A digital image is a numeric representation (normally binary) of a two-dimensional image.
Depending on whether the image resolution is fixed, it may be of vector or raster type.
The term digital image usually refers to raster images also called bitmap images. Raster
images have a finite set of digital values, called picture elements or pixels. The digital image
contains a fixed number of rows and columns of pixels. Pixels are the smallest individual
element in an image, holding quantized values that represent the brightness of a given color
at any specific point. In the RGB color space, brightness can be thought of as the arithmetic
mean µ of the red, green, and blue color coordinates. In image processing, the histogram
of an image refers to a histogram of the pixel intensity values. This histogram shows the
number of pixels in an image at each different intensity value found in that image. For
an 8-bit grayscale image there are 256 different possible intensities, and so the histogram
will show 256 numbers showing the distribution of pixels amongst those grayscale values.
Histograms can also be taken of color images, either individual histograms of red, green
and blue channels can be taken, or a 3D histogram can be produced, with the three axes
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representing the red, blue and green channels, and brightness at each point representing the
pixel count. Intensity range of an image represents the range of its pixel intensity values.
Image normalisation is a process that changes the range of pixel intensity values. Image
features represent point correspondences between images of different scenes and objects [24].
They are analyzed in many computer vision and image processing applications, including
object recognition, image retrieval, image registration and camera calibration to name just a
few. Image features are usually identified in several steps including detection and descriptor
building phases. Both phases should be robust to changes and show reliability in detecting
the same feature points under different (lighting, viewing, etc.) conditions. In the following
subsections the most well-known detector and descriptor algorithms that are used as metrics
in image-based localisation are presented.
3.9.2 Hessian and other detectors
The Hessian detector uses the determinant of the Hessian matrix (IxxIyy − I2xy) where Ixx
is the second partial derivative of the intensity function I, i.e. the luminance component of
an image. The Hessian detector uses the second moment matrix as the basis of its corner
decisions. The matrix, denoted by A, has also been called the autocorrelation matrix and








where Ixx and Iyy are the respective derivatives (of pixel intensity) in the x and y direc-
tion at point x. The weighting function w(x, y) can be uniform, but is more typically an
isotropic, circular Gaussian function. By analyzing the eigenvalues of A, this characteri-
zation can be expressed in the following way: A should have two large eigenvalues for an
interest point. Upon calculating the magnitudes of the eigenvalues, if λ1 and λ2 have large
positive values, then a corner is found [120]. There is an extended detector called Hessian-
Laplace which is capable of finding rotation and scale invariant points (local maxima of
the Laplacian-of-Gaussian). Using the Laplacian operator the scale selection is determined;
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the intensity gradient of the elliptical regions is estimated using the second moment matrix
eigenvalues. The Harris-affine detector [27] is reliable to determine scale and localisation
while the second moment matrix of the intensity gradient determines the affine neighbor-
hood. The MSER (Maximally Stable Extremal Region) detector extracts regions closed
under monotonic transformation of the image intensities and under continual transforma-
tion of the image coordinates [95]. Another detection scheme called the Salient Regions
detector measures the entropy of the pixels’ intensity histograms in order to detect regions
[122]. In the EBR (Edge-Based Region) detector [151] regions are extracted combining
image edges (extracted with a Canny operator) and interest points (detected with the Har-
ris operator). The IBR (Intensity extrema-Based Region) detector detects affine-invariant
regions by analyzing the image intensity function and its local extrema [122].
3.9.3 MPEG 7
Despite of the fact that it is mainly used for providing audio-visual content description,
MPEG 7 can be used for image description as well. The MPEG-7 standard consists of a
set of descriptors and each of them defines semantics and syntax of visual low-level features
e.g. color, shape [12]. Usually the problem of image localisation, similarity and matching is
solved using three visual MPEG-7 descriptors extracted from an image. Several descriptors
can be analyzed. Color Layout Descriptor (CLD) is a resolution-stable and compact MPEG-
7 visual descriptor. It is defined in the YCbCr color space (Y is luminance, Cb and Cr are
the blue-difference and red-difference chroma components respectively), and developed to
capture the spatial color distribution of an image or a region of arbitrary shape. The Scalable
Color Descriptor (SCD) is based on a Haar-transform encoding scheme that calculates color
distribution over an entire image in the HSV color space that is uniformly quantized to 256
bins. The spatial distribution of edges is detected using the Edge Histogram Descriptor
(EHD).
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3.9.4 Scale Invariant Feature Transform
The Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) is a method which detects interest points and
extracts these features together with their feature vector. A feature vector represents the
region around that interest point. This can be used to perform reliable matching between
different views of an object or scene [49]. The method starts with the extraction of interest
point features from images. The SIFT features are invariant to scale and orientation of the
image. They are also robust to occlusion. Features are generated based on local geometric
processing by analyzing gradients in the image at various scales and in numerous orientation
planes. Two images are matched in the following way. Each feature from the 1st image is
compared to a feature in the 2nd image. The features are matched using the distance ratio
test [111]. To check if a feature point from the 1st image has a match in the 2nd, its two most
similar descriptors are analyzed. If the ratio of the nearest distance to the second nearest
distance is less than some fixed threshold (0.7 in this case), a match is found (see figure
3.5). It is also possible to achieve robust matching across a wide range of transformations
such as noise, illumination changes, various affine distortions, 3D viewpoint changes, etc.
The features exhibit other properties such as matching that is easy to perform against a
big database (mismatch is of low probability), being easy to extract and very distinctive.
Its application domains can also be found in 3D scene reconstruction, tracking and image
similarity [111]. Recognition can be achieved in near-to-real time for medium to small
databases.
Figure 3.5: SIFT matching between two images of the same scene but at different scales.
Matches are represented with yellow lines
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3.9.5 Speeded Up Robust Features
Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) is a fast, scale and rotation-invariant interest point
detector and descriptor. It was developed and inspired using the SIFT method by Bay et
al. [24]. A SURF matching example is given in figure 3.6. The extraction and description
of interest points is speeded up and state-of-the-art performance is achieved in the feature
matching. This important speed gain is achieved by using integral images. An integral
image, denoted by ii(x, y), at pixel (x, y) contains the sum of the pixel values below and to





where i(x, y) is the input pixel. They drastically decrease the number of operations needed
and are also independent of the chosen scale. SURF is mainly used in object recognition,
image retrieval and image similarity. Because of all of these reasons SURF is chosen as the
main processing tool in the image-based part of this work. It is described in greater detail
in section 4.3.1.
Figure 3.6: SURF matching between two similar images. Unidirectional matches in the
right image that correspond to the left image are represented with red lines (vice versa for
blue lines) and bidirectional matches with the green lines
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3.10 Overview of image-based localisation
Image-based localisation has been an important part of user localisation in the last 20 years.
It has many applications including robot and indoor navigation [143, 184], augmented reality
[16, 69] or 3D browsing and visualization of photo collections [146, 104].
Some localisation systems only provide positioning information, while view registration
of a camera with respect to a 3D scene gives full six degree of freedom pose information and
moreover works indoors and in urban canyons. For Augmented Reality (AR) applications
[17] fast and accurate image alignment to a given scene is particularly useful for registration
of 3D content to the live view of the world as captured from a camera. Image-based
localisation is non-intrusive since only image and video data are needed to compute accurate
3D pose and orientation information. A prerequisite of an accurate and fast image-based
localisation system is to have an exact 3D model of the environment. The ideal case would
be a precomputed visual map of the environment that encodes original illumination and
viewing conditions from any desired viewpoint.
3.10.1 Image-based localisation systems
In the world of computer vision, the problem of location recognition has been analyzed in
several different contexts [143, 143, 185]. Generally, self-localisation in indoor and outdoor
environments using image or video data is explained in the visual SLAM (simultaneous
localisation and mapping) literature. The most prominent methods rely on wide baseline
matching techniques that use image features such as the local image descriptors and scale
invariant interest points presented in the previous section. The idea behind these methods is
to find the most similar image searching from a database of registered labeled images [147],
planar surfaces [143] or 3D models [129]. For a static scene, a geometrical solution can
be used to determine the actual camera pose with respect to the given database. Various
illumination or viewpoint changes are successfully solved by robust SIFT [111] and SURF
[24] features i.e. using descriptors of local image correspondences. The work presented in
[153] describes one of the first works for 3D scene modelling, tracking and recognition with
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invariant local image features. First, the authors reconstructed a sparse 3D model from
the object using multiview video coding and vision methods. Then, hierarchical clustering
into a kd-tree structure is performed using SIFT descriptors connected with the sparse 3D
points, and a nearest neighbour search engine is employed to find the position most similar
to a user position. For geometric verification a robust pose estimation method is employed
and it gives the accurate pose of the query image with respect to the 3D model (illustrated
in figure 3.7). In [147] a city scale location recognition approach is presented based on video
streams that are geotagged and vocabulary trees appropriately trained using SIFT features.
The vocabulary tree method that allows a sub-linear search of large descriptor databases
and inverted file scoring was first presented in [131]. Nister et al. in [130] build dense
3D models out of incoming data based on multiview linking, which is computationally and
memory demanding and also not appropriate for planar objects.
Figure 3.7: 3D point reconstructed from multiple views. Each measurement corresponds to
an image patch associated to the region from which the feature point was extracted [129]
In contrast, in [100] a classification problem called recast matching employs a decision
tree and makes a trade off between the increase of the memory space and expensive descrip-
tor computations. In [56] the authors present a vocabulary tree-based approach, based on
a reduced SIFT-like descriptor. In the augmented reality area, the related work is found in
[69, 141, 92]. Recently, Li et al. [105] presented a location recognition approach based on
priority-based feature matching using features of the stable scenes. Another bag-of-features
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approach combined with geometric verification for object recognition was proposed in [174].
In [14] visibility prediction of known 3D locations with respect to a query image was investi-
gated. Se et al. constructed the world only by special features called visual landmarks [148].
It is still not available for large datasets. In [45], Goedeme et al. developed a complete
autonomous mobile robot system using omni-images. It is useful for both indoor and out-
door environments. The authors used a topological map in which the world is represented
as collection of connected nodes.
Most works published so far on image-based location recognition target small-area set-
tings [130, 147]. An exception is the work of Schindler et al. [147] who proposed information
theoretical criteria for using informative features to build vocabulary trees for wide outdoor
location recognition in a 300, 000 image database. The typical flow of stages of operations
in image-based localisation based on image features and some sort of a vocabulary tree is
given in figure 3.8. The main contribution of these previous works is in their ability to cope
with extremely large image databases. Hays and Efros downloaded about 20 million images
from which they excluded all photos containing text-labels (6.5 million images in total).
Figure 3.8: Typical flow of operations in feature-based image localisation [174]
The authors in [98] present an approach to reduce the matching time, complexity and the
size of SIFT features for indoor use in robot localisation and image retrieval. The complexity
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and the number of SIFT features needed to describe and define a scene are reduced by
structural analysis of indoor spaces. While there is a significant reduction in matching time
and image descriptor size, a minimal loss of accuracy in feature retrieval is achieved. The
scale value of SIFT features improves the accuracy of filtering and increases localisation
performance. A context vision system for object and place recognition is presented in [163].
Its goal is to categorize new environments, identify locations and to use this information
to provide context for object recognition. A global low-dimensional representation of an
image gives useful information for place recognition. The algorithm has become a part
of mobile system which provides feedback in real time to the user. Sattler et al. [146]
achieved the best performance of 79.64% while [105], [131], [148] and [56] achieved 76.2%,
71.42%, 63.13% and 61.21% respectively. Average distance error for the above mentioned
approaches is 0.72, 0.91, 1.642, 1.3535 and 1.496 meters respectively.
To summarize, it is clear that image-based localisation is an active research field. In
this thesis, we adopt an approach based on hierarchical vocabulary tree of SURF descriptor
vectors as this has shown to be an effective approach to date.
3.11 Fusion of WLAN and image data: justification
Localisation based on WLAN technologies can be attractive due to the ubiquity of the
infrastructural requirements, such as wireless data networks, that may have already been
implemented within the facilities. The propagation of WLAN signals can be affected and sig-
nificantly changed due to many reasons. For example movements, structural modifications,
rearrangements or settings that are under constant change (such as metallic vehicles) can
affect signal strengths distribution in space [38]. Interference and noise are often-mentioned
challenges. Most of the research done in the area of WLAN-based localisation deals with
open spectrum bands although there are some works related to the reserved radio band.
This means these solutions risk receiving interference due to other systems sharing the same
frequency bands of the radio spectrum. WLAN continues to evolve giving additional stan-
dards regarding quality of service and localisation employment. Images as a complementary
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modality can be used when WLAN breaks down and/or is unreliable. It is unlikely that two
locations with similar RSSI values have similar images. Also images give extra contextual
information about the user activities and thus represent the core information about his/her
behavior.
In the work reported in this thesis a Naive Bayesian approach [86] is used to calculate the
most probable user location. It models the relationship between the frequency of appearance
of access points (APs) and their respective RSSI values. Speeded Up Robust Features
(SURF) are chosen as the metric in image-based localisation because they provide the
best combination of precision, speed and complexity and achieve good results in indoor
scenarios. A hierarchical vocabulary tree for image-based localisation approach is used
as it has a good trade-off between accuracy and complexity. Both WLAN as ubiquitous
technology and images as technology used for contextual description of the user behavior
are part of the fusion process. This fusion process overcomes difficulties when using each
sensing modality.
3.12 Data integration and fusion
In the proposed approach, the problem of structuring data into indoor locations cannot be
solved without some way of integrating data from multiple sources (namely WLAN signal
strengths and image matching data). Multimodal systems need to acquire and process data
from various different sources which are recognized by different modules and merge them to
form one single representation of data [172]. This representation should be then interpreted
semantically. One can differentiate several levels of integration of multiple modalities: early
fusion (integration at the feature level), late fusion (integration at a semantic level) and
hybrid fusion. Hybridization and fusion techniques and systems are introduced to find
solutions when one modality is not sufficient and when the fusion system should deliver
higher accuracy/precision, speed and/or efficiency.
Early fusion integrates the signals based on their features. From different modalities
there are signals at different sampling rates. Thus they need to be modified to have the
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same sampling rates. At every time stamp of the signal the Ni features from M different
modalities must be merged into one feature vector of length
∑M
i=1Ni [173]. Early fusion pro-
cesses high-dimensional vectors and is thus computationally very expensive. Usually large
training datasets are also needed, which sometimes cannot be obtained or at least it can be
very costly to do so. The data from different modalities need to be accurately synchronized
otherwise the results can be very misleading and result in very low precision/accuracy. If
the signals are highly correlated and synchronous, integrating them leads to acceptable
results as the correlation structure of the modes can be obtained using training learning
[173]. Early fusion has been successfully applied in audio-visual [113] and mitigation systems
[158], coupled Hidden Markov Model (HMM), the multistream HMM recognition [123], and
interest recognition [71].
In late fusion the signals are combined on a semantic level. Signals are processed sepa-
rately and merged later, in the decoding phase. Since each modality is trained separately,
learning of the joint probability of the modalities is not done explicitly [172]. Trained uni-
modal data are used in a late fusion process. Furthermore, as no re-training is necessary
late fusion systems can use larger datasets more easily. Late fusion has some advantages
over other types of fusion. These are better combination and separation of modalities and
easier manipulation with the modalities that are missing at specific time stamps [11].
Hybrid fusion has been created to take advantages of both early and late fusion. A
hybrid system has freedom and flexibility of a late fusion system (its database can be
extended easily and is able to process data which are asynchronous in time) and during the
recognition process it can exploit mutual information from other modalities. A classification
process can be obtained on the first modality and then the classification process using the
second modality can be applied on the feature space reduced using the first classification
process. The Asynchronous Hidden Markov Model [28] is a well-known example of hybrid
fusion and represents the main method for comparison to other different approaches [172].
When user context is needed at all times and when high accuracy/precision is priority it
is must to use both modalities. On the other hand when one needs to faster processing and
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an energy efficient process during the evaluation process the hybrid solution is a preferable
choice.
3.13 Fusion and hybrid solutions for WLAN-based and image-
based localisation
In this section we present an overview of some research work on fusion and hybrid solutions
for RF-based and image/video-based indoor localisation.
3.13.1 Examples based on fusion of RF and image/video data
Most existing localisation methods are based on a single modality. In fact, to our best
knowledge, even in other application domains there are only a few techniques based on fu-
sion of RF and image sensing methods. One previous work [47], showed a proof of concept
of how WLAN received signal strengths (RSSs) and image matching data could be fused
to do coarse localisation for a small number of locations. Histogram similarity for RF and
a hierarchical vocabulary tree for image-based localisation were used [47]. A simple fusion
function was derived to take into account the strong points of both approaches. RSSI val-
ues are not able to easily differentiate nearby locations. Image data is thus applied on the
remaining locations, or if this data fails, the users motion priors restricts the location detec-
tion. Average mean precision for image-based, RF-based and fused localisation approach
were 82.09%, 77.42% and 88.26% respectively. The distance error rate was 3.24 and 2.02
meters for the image-based and WLAN-based localisation methods respectively.
As the sequel to that work, and as the basis of this thesis, a more precise WLAN-based
algorithm [140], a different vocabulary tree concept for image-based localisation and a novel
more complex and effective function in the fusion process were developed. The approach is
verified on a much larger and more challenging dataset.
Multiple modalities have been used in the complementary but related challenge of track-
ing specific objects. In [67] the authors discuss an approach for actively tracking humans in
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crowds using robots. It consists of 360◦ RFID system and video camera placed on remote
directional and zoom control unit. The authors have developed a multisensor control strat-
egy based algorithm for tracking using RFID data. A particle filtering method is used to
fuse heterogeneous data to make the tracking more robust. Tracker outputs and RF data
are used as a basis for the multisensor control platform (the RF tracking system is shown
in figure 3.9). With the fixed dataset the average accuracy error in robot tracking was 0.8
meters.
Figure 3.9: Eight antennae addressed by a RF multiplexing prototype [67]
Other related work describes an approach for object tracking using a different particle
filtering model [124]. It consists of a camera recording method based on color features of
the target and a WiFi-based localisation system. Sensor fusion consists of video and WiFi
data merged together for obtaining position and tracking. Due to WiFi performance and
its RSSI characteristics the method can be utilized in both outdoor and indoor spaces.
To track the targets seamlessly a particle filtering method that merges the two sensors is
used. A WiFi observation model is involved in a video particle filtering approach to find
the particular weights for every particle. It is proved that the fusion outperforms any of
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the modalities separately and is useful when any of the modalities fails. In this system, the
particle filtering observation model consists of two parts: one is a video based model that
uses color features of the target, and the other is an approximated location system based
on WiFi RSSI which access points transmit to PDAs. The method was compared with the
ground-truth data showing maximal error distance of 18 meters. The reported precision
was 68.63%.
There does exist work which uses fusion of three different sensors for three independent
complementary modalities [181]. This system consists of an inertial sensor, positional sensor
and visual sensor. Visual information is given by a video camera, acceleration is acquired
using an accelerometer and the information about the position is obtained using an 802.11g
receiver. These sensors are low cost and widely available. This ubiquitous platform repre-
sents a typical example of a context-aware device that is able to give the real feel of a user
environment through information sent to a user. To obtain reliable position and achieve
least error distance three sensors are fused using a Discrete Kalman filter. In the case of
a correct initial estimate of the system’s position, the average accuracy error does not go
beyond 8.26 meters.
Another paper proposes an algorithm that fuses WiFi and video camera data for indoor
localisation [164]. The algorithms differ to other solutions, by fusing the sensor data in
the measurement model before calculating an estimated position based on the individual
technologies. The purpose of fusing WiFi and video data is to have a smaller localisation
error in the rooms where there is a camera, in contrast to only WiFi, but still offer room level
localisation where there are no cameras. Data measured by the sensors are sent to a data
aggregator (it stores the incoming sensor data). The aggregator selects which measurement
models to use, a WiFi or image measurement model or both. The sensor data is then
sent to a fusion engine where the particle filter algorithm is applied. The fused approach
achieves error distance less or equal than 2 meters 67% of the time when a user walks around
the test area without interference and less or equal than 4.3 meters 87% of the time with
interference.
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In the work presented in [133] a unified approach for a camera tracking system based
on an error-state Kalman filter algorithm is presented. The filter uses relative (local) mea-
surements obtained from image-based moving sensors to estimate change in position over
time, as well as global measurements produced by landmark matching through a built vi-
sual database and range measurements obtained from RF ranging radios. The results of
the work are shown by using the camera poses output by the system to render views from a
3D graphical model built upon the same coordinate system as the landmark database. The
localisation distance error did not go below 2.46 meters with precision of 73.364%.
3.13.2 Hybrid localisation and tracking solutions based on RF and im-
age/video data
In work preceding this thesis, the authors in [47] discuss a museum simulation where the
main objective is to identify exhibits that a visitor is observing . A simulated museum with
multiple exhibits is constructed, with two devices which capture images and wireless signal
strength readings. Image-based localisation and RF-based localisation are used together to
overcome the difficulties of each approach. In image-based localisation, it was examined
whether it is possible to locate a user accurately enough by capturing an image at its
current location. In the RF-based part RSSI values from wireless access points are collected.
These two sources of data are complementary and using different fusion approaches good
localisation accuracy was achieved (the precision was around 74%).
Another work describes an indoor localisation solution which relies on relevant infras-
tructure of aware mobile devices using WLAN and video data. While many previous works
assume users can be positioned anywhere, this approach assumes that movement is con-
strained to a network and that robots can only move along a specific grid. All locations
of interest are also reachable via the network. In the given settings, the method also finds
routes nearest to user position in indoor environment [35].
Mobile users often take the same route to a particular destination. During these trips
important contextual data for various services can be provided. The system proposed in
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[31] stores all the relevant contextual data received from a receiver for a user. It uses image
and WLAN data. The detailed architecture of the system together with its design is given
in [31].
An electronic service that gives localisation and contextual information about mobile
objects (robots) using wireless communications technologies in addition to other services
such as video, audio, etc is presented in [149]. k-nearest neighbor approach is employed to
obtain the location. The model that can be easily implemented is presented in [149]. An
outline of this prototype system which provides information about the moving objects is
shown in figure 3.10. Its complexity is directly proportional to its efficiency.
Figure 3.10: Two mobile objects on a route grid (network) [149]
A new method, described in [179], proposes a similarity model which finds paths most
similar to the current one. Using the selected path, a user location can be determined.
The user’s adaptive services are obtained using RF and video data coming from multiple
streams [179].
The authors in [45] propose a method of robot navigation and tracking in indoor environ-
ments based upon fixed camera view and WLAN information. The system is equipped with
a WLAN receiver and a camera. The route scene can be described by three-dimensional
objects extracted as landmarks from camera views. For an environment having limited
routes, a two-dimensional map can be made based upon indoor routes scenes, assuming
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that the topological relation of routes at intersections is known. By using this information
a coarse method is used to generate an indoor environment map and locate a mobile robot
[45]. First, a robot finds its approximate position based on the WLAN information. Then,
it identifies its location from the image information. Promising experimental results in an
indoor environments are given.
3.14 Conclusion
Hybrid and fusion solutions discussed in the sections above show huge potential for the
further expansion and development of similar localisation systems. This applies not only
to the fusion of the two specific sensing modalities used in this thesis but also for the use
of other modalities and fusion techniques. The fusion examples show a variety of different
sensors used and show how inertial and positional sensors together with accelerometers
could be successfully integrated into a system together with RF and image/video data. The
examples presented above range from simple proof of concept methods to more complex
fusion approaches (the discrete and error Kalman filters). The stability of these systems
is directly proportional to the complexity, and the accuracy is comparable to the state of
the art localisation systems. In many hybrid examples, indoor route detection, i.e. finding
the nearest indoor route for a query, has been a popular topic in recent years. This has
been achieved by using different tracking algorithms or by finding similarity functions that
would find the nearest routes. The nearest routes can also deliver information related to
the user context or different services available on these routes. The main motivation for
the fusion of two different modalities is to potentially overcome difficulties when using them
separately. Moreover, this approach can have another benefit such as acting as a descriptor
of the user’s activities. Based on this review it can be concluded that the fusion of different
sensing modalities can be exploited cheaply in a short amount of time and can be enhanced
using other sensing modalities. These hybrid and fusion techniques provide an opportunity
to integrate WLAN and image data beforehand and to deliver it as a (standard) smart
phone application useful for various ambient-assisted living scenarios. Thus, motivated and
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In this chapter, some necessary technical background useful for indoor localisation and
tracking are presented. We believe this is useful for understanding the proposed algorithms
described in chapter 5 and chapter 6. First we introduce a basic approach in WLAN-
based localisation: Bayes classification method or Bayes localisation method. Using a
probabilistic chain rule and a naive assumption for conditional probabilities this approach
can be transformed into the more convenient, and for this work more important, Naive
Bayes approach. It is presented in section 4.2.1. In this thesis this algorithm is transformed
and optimized to better suit the specific environmental challenges encountered. It is used to
determine the most likely location of a user and will be presented in section 5.3 of chapter
5.
For the image-based localisation, presented in section 5.4, we use a hierarchical vocab-
ulary tree of Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) descriptor vectors which are taken from
all available images. The tree will be presented in section 5.4.2 of chapter 5. The SURF
method itself is described in greater detail in section 4.3.1 of this chapter. The detection,
the description and the matching phase are explained in each subsection. A hierarchical
vocabulary tree is formed using hierarchical k means clustering of SURF descriptor vectors.
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Hierarchical k means clustering is achieved using simple k-means clustering repeatedly until
the final clusters contain less than k SURF descriptor vectors. The simple k-means cluster-
ing divides the dataset of all SURF descriptor vectors into k subsets using k cluster centers.
It is described in section 4.3.2. Descriptor vectors are extracted from all images and from
a query image as well. After each descriptor of the query image has voted for a location, a
ranked list of locations, from the most probable to the least probable location is obtained.
For each localisation method we obtain a ranking of possible user locations. The ranking
list of (possible) user locations is achieved using K nearest neighbour classifier which is
explained in detail in section 4.4. All nearest neighbours are found using simple Euclidean
distance. Also the K nearest neighbour approach is used when determining a user’s position
between calibration points using just WLAN which is discussed in chapter 6. Moreover,
in section 4.5, we discuss how two or more modalities could be fused in general using
weights and/or grid search engine to achieve better performance than using them separately.
Eventually, we decided to use the simplest method where the two sensing modalities are
treated equally (with the weights equal to one) in the fusion (section 5.5 of chapter 5) and
in the tracking process (section 5.8 of chapter 5).
4.2 WLAN-based localisation
There are three methods/approaches that can be used in WLAN-based localisation. These
are: Bayes, Naive Bayes and Hidden Naive Bayes approach. Bayes takes into account simple
received signal strength value from the corresponding access point. Naive Bayes approach
takes into account not only signal strength value but also the frequency of appearance of
these access points as well. Eventually Hidden Naive Bayes discusses correlation between
access points of the network and establishes a mathematical law that they follow. Since
the correlation is negligible and Hidden Naive Bayes is much more complex it is decided to
choose Naive Bayes as it is more sophisticated and accurate than the simple Bayes approach.
Here we give an overview of two well-known classification (localisation) methods.
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4.2.1 Bayes and Naive Bayes classifiers
The Bayes method shows the connection between two events A and B represented with
their probabilistic values P (A) and P (B) respectively and the conditional probabilities of
A given B and B given A, represented as P (A|B) and P (B|A) in the following form:
P (A|B) = P (B|A)P (A)
P (B)
(4.1)
In its extended form when event A consists of or is partitioned into several events Ai with
corresponding probabilities P (Ai) and P (B|Ai), then with the help of the total probability




P (B|Aj)P (Aj) (4.2)
Equation 4.3 gives the relationship between the probabilities.
P (Ai|B) = P (B|Ai)P (Ai)∑
j P (B|Aj)P (Aj)
(4.3)
In the case of a Naive Bayes classifier, a probabilistic model is defined as a conditional
model for a class variable C that depends on n feature variables F1, F2, ..., Fn. Using Bayes
the conditional probability
p(C|F1, . . . , Fn) (4.4)
can be expressed as
p(C|F1, . . . , Fn) = p(C)p(F1, . . . , Fn|C)
p(F1, . . . , Fn)
(4.5)
The numerator in equation 4.5 does not depend on C and F1, F2, ..., Fn are given and
moreover the same for all variables and so do not affect the overall conclusions and can be
omitted. Using a probabilistic chain rule [86] we have:
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p(C, F 1, . . . , Fn)
∝ p(C)p(F1, . . . , Fn|C)
∝ p(C)p(F1|C)p(F2, . . . , Fn|C,F1)
∝ p(C)p(F1|C)p(F2|C,F1)p(F3, . . . , Fn|C,F1, F2)
∝ p(C)p(F1|C)p(F2|C,F1)p(F3|C,F1, F2)p(F4, . . . , Fn|C,F1, F2, F3)
∝ p(C) p(F1|C) p(F2|C,F1)p(F3|C,F1, F2) . . . p(Fn|C,F1, F2, F3, . . . , Fn−1)
(4.6)
If we can assume that for each i and for each j 6= i, Fi is independent of Fj , equation
4.2.1 can be written:
p(Fi|C,Fj) = p(Fi|C) (4.7)
So equation 4.2.1 given above can be written in a simpler way:




This is the so-called naive assumption. Under the assumptions given above, the conditional
distribution over the class variable can be formulated as:






where Z represents P (F1, F2, . . . , Fn) and is usually omitted in the analysis as it is same
for all instances and thus not needed in an evaluation process. This formula shows how
the probability of C under conditions of F1, F2, . . . , Fn depends on specific, particular and
conditional probabilities p(Fi|C). It is of a huge importance for the work represented in the
following chapters and will be transformed and optimized in section 5.3 of chapter 5. It will
be also used in chapter 6.
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4.3 Image-based localisation
As it was discussed in previous chapter there are several choices for an image-based localisa-
tion. These are various bag of words, bag-of-features, image retrieval, robot pose estimation,
city scale location recognition approaches, kd-tree based localisation structures, etc. These
localisation methods were using different localisation metrics such as Hessian, Harris, SIFT,
MPEG, SURF detectors and descriptors. Many efficient image retrieval and image-based
localisation methods have been proposed so far [42, 143, 184, 171, 147, 140, 16, 69, 146, 104].
Some use discrete image point correspondences (features) found in the image with its neigh-
bourhood represented by a feature vector (robust to geometric and photometric deforma-
tions, noise, detection displacements etc). [147, 130, 56, 174, 98]. Nister and Stewnius
proposed an efficient and precise algorithm based on hierarchical vocabulary tree of de-
scriptors based on SIFT [171].
Hierarchical vocabulary tree based on SURF is chosen as image-based localisation tech-
nique as it suits best indoor localisation environment (SURF is robust to noise and lighting
changes to some extent) and is fastest to process and obtain user’s position. Also it is the
least computationally expensive approach from the set of ones given here. Here a similar
method based on Nister’s work is given to effectively find similar database images to the
query image. Instead of SIFT we use 64-dimensional Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF)
descriptors. Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) are based on the SIFT approach, but
achieve faster extraction and description of feature points and achieve very good perfor-
mance in the matching process [24]. The important speed gain is achieved by using integral
images, which can drastically decrease the total amount of processing for basic box convo-
lutions, regardless of the scale [24]. During the detection stage one can use the previously
calculated trace of the Hessian matrix, which is in fact the sign of the Laplacian. The sign
of the Laplacian is able to differentiate light blobs on dark backgrounds from the reverse.
When we compare features we only compare those that have the same type of contrast.
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4.3.1 Speeded Up Robust Features algorithm
SURF (Speeded Up Robust Features) is a well known robust image detector and descriptor
that can be used in computer vision tasks [24]. It is inspired by, but several times faster
and more robust against different image transformations than, the SIFT descriptor [49].
It is based on sums of 2D Haar wavelet responses and effectively employs integral images.
It builds on the strengths of the best existing detectors and descriptors and gives novel
state-of-the art detection, description, and matching steps. SURF’s usefulness is in a wide
range of topics especially for image registration, image-based localisation, 3D reconstruction,
object recognition and detection, image similarity, camera calibration, etc. Image features
represent the most important image characteristic. First, interest points must be selected
(detected) at distinctive locations (T-junctions, corners, blobs), an example is given in figure
4.1.
Figure 4.1: An example of feature point detection in an image. Interest points are detected
using Hessian-based detector [24]
The main property of the detector is its robustness to changes related to noise, scale,
rotation and invariation [60]. This means that it is reliable in finding the same physical
interest points under various viewing conditions. Then every interest point’s neighbour-
hood is represented by a feature vector (descriptor). This descriptor needs to be distinctive
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and also robust to detection displacements, scale, noise, photometric and geometric defor-
mations. Eventually, the descriptor vectors that belong to different images are matched
using e.g. the nearest neighbour rule. Here, the matching (figure 4.2) is achieved using an
Euclidean distance between the image feature descriptor vectors.
Figure 4.2: Example of matching process between two images
The dimension of the descriptor is proportional to the time it takes to be built, and to
achieve fast processing and matching smaller number of dimensions are encouraged. Never-
theless, feature vectors with smaller number of dimensions are more difficult to distinguish.
The method for robust interest point detection does not depend on various image scales,
i.e. the approach is scale invariant. Another version of descriptor shows invariance with
respect to rotation and scale thus making it even more robust to changes.
SURF Detector
The level of invariance, when processing local features, is clearly influenced by different
viewing conditions which consequently produce various geometric and image deformations.
Our main focus is on detectors and descriptors which are rotation and scale invariant. Other
characteristics such as anisotropic scaling, skew, and blur are of less importance and they
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image I at point x , and similarly for Lxy(x, σ) and Lyy(x, σ). Figure 4.3 shows Gaussian
second order partial derivative and its approximation in y-direction and xy-direction.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.3: (a) Gaussian second order partial derivative in y-direction (Lyy) and its ap-
proximation (Dyy) (b) Gaussian second order partial derivative in xy-direction (Lxy) and
its approximation (Dxy). The grey regions are equal to zero. [24]
It is based on the Hessian matrix and gives good accuracy with fast computation time,
just like Difference of Gaussians (DoG) [24] which is also a Laplacian-based detector. The
determinant approximation is given in equation 4.11.
det(Happrox) = DxxDyy − (wDxy)2 (4.11)
The relative weight w ≈ 0.92 of the filter responses is used to balance the expression for
the Hessian’s determinant. This is needed for the energy conservation between the Gaussian
kernels and the approximated Gaussian kernels. The Fast-Hessian detector reduces the time
of the computation as inside a feature point a distribution of Haar-wavelet responses will
affect the actual detector. At a specific location x = (x, y) an integral image is defined as
the sum of all pixels in the input image I within a rectangular formed by the (0, 0) origin
and the point x. A sum of all the intensity values over random upright rectangular loop of
arbitrary size is then calculated. The analysis of how the scale affects the performance is
achieved by increasing the scale of the filter size instead of reducing the size of the image
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iteratively. This can be achieved because of the use of box filters and integral images [106].
Gaussian second order derivatives (σ = 1.2) are approximated with the 9 × 9 box filters.
They represent the lowest scale. They are denoted by Dxx, Dyy, and Dxy. The next layers
are obtained by applying bigger and bigger filters on the image (see figure 4.4.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.4: Instead of iteratively reducing the image size (left), the use of integral images
allows the up-scaling of the filter at constant cost (right). [24]
Taking the specific structure of the filters and the discrete nature of integral images
one can apply filters of different sizes: 15× 15, 21× 21, 27× 27, etc. Gaussian derivatives
scale accordingly. The normalised responses of filters are obtained using calculated scale
spaces [106]. The images are repeatedly sub-sampled and smoothed in order to get to higher
pyramid level. At the output of a previously filtered layer one applies the next filter. These
filters process the original image at the very same speed or in parallel if needed. Parallel
processes are not discussed in this thesis. To better localise feature points on different
scales a 3×3×3 neighbourhood non-maximum suppression is applied. Then the results are
interpolated in scale and space as the error between the first 2− 3 layers of every octave is
significantly large.
SURF Descriptor Components
In order to build the descriptor vector one has to know the vector orientation and each
dimension value for a specific interest point. Orientation of an interest point is calculated
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using Haar wavelet responses [90]. These responses are calculated in the x and y direction
within a circle of radius 6s around the same interest point, where s represents the scale at
which the interest point was detected.
The wavelet responses are obtained and weighted using Gaussian centering at the feature
point. The responses are represented as points with the horizontal response strength along
the x and the vertical response strength along the y axis. The sum of all responses within
a smoothly moving orientation window is then calculated. The horizontal and vertical
responses within the window are summed and yield a local orientation vector [112]. The
longest such vector among all windows gives the orientation of the interest point [121]. The
descriptor vector is calculated by splitting up the square region around the interest point
(the square size is 20s) into 16 small sub-squares (4 × 4 within one square). One has to
compute Haar wavelet responses at 5 × 5 regularly spaced sample points. There are four
sums:
∑
dx (the sum of Haar wavelet responses in horizontal direction) and
∑
dy (the sum
of Haar wavelet responses in vertical direction) and two sums of absolute values
∑ |dx| and∑ |dy|. Filter size is equal to 2s.
To represent its intensity structure every subregion is represented with a 4-dimensional
descriptor vector v. As there are 4 × 4 sub-square regions in total this means that the
resulting descriptor vector is 64 dimensional. Invariance to contrast is obtained by turning
this descriptor into a unit vector. Building of descriptor is briefly presented in figure 4.5.




∑ |dy| separately and similarly for ∑ dx and ∑ |dx| for dy ≥ 0
and dy < 0. Eventually every interest point is represented with its 64 or 128 dimensional
descriptor vector.
Matching
Matching is based on comparing different interest points. Every interest point in the test
image is compared to every interest point in the reference image by calculating the Euclidean
distance between their descriptor vectors. The nearest neighbour ratio matching strategy
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Figure 4.5: Building the descriptor: an oriented squared-shaped grid with 4 × 4 smaller
regions around its feature point [24]
gives a feature pair detected, if the nearest neighbour match (calculated using Euclidean
distance) is closer than 0.7 times the second nearest neighbour match distance [166, 111].
If that condition is satisfied then we can say that the match has been established. This
asymmetrical measure can be also used in the other direction (from the reference to the
test image) and the matches that exist in the both directions can be counted (so called
bidirectional matches). These matches are more stable thus confirming a good match [111].
4.3.2 k-means clustering
The k-means clustering algorithm tries to partition n features, given with a dataset xi ∈
<d, i = 1...n, where each feature is given as a d-dimensional vector. k-means clustering
algorithm groups the n features into k clusters where k ∈ N+. Here, in case of a hierarchical
vocabulary tree, a feature refers to a SURF descriptor vector. The goal is to find an
assignment of features to clusters and also the centroids cj ∈ <d such that the sum of
squares of the distances of each data point to its closest vector cj , is a minimum. Thus, the






δij‖xi − cj‖2 (4.12)
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where δij represents binary values 0 and 1 describing to which cluster (k in total) the data
point xi belongs. This is an NP hard problem [54] but there is a non-optimal approximation,
i.e. the so called the Lloyd algorithm [109]. For high-dimensional data the vector direction
is crucial. A unit vector representation, ‖x‖ = 1, additionally takes into account gradient
variations. This is achieved using a spherical (a unit hypersphere) k-means method. Only
a small error is obtained using the approach and convergence is achieved. As x and y are
both unit vectors, the cosine similarity is equivalent to the Euclidean distance (equation
4.13):
‖x− y‖2 = ‖x‖2 + ‖y‖2 − 2xy = 2− 2xy (4.13)
In our specific case, if it occurs that the number of SURF descriptors increases, k-means
clustering approach slows down for clustering large descriptor sets. Computational time
greatly depends on the real nearest neighbours calculation between the features and centers
of clusters. These can be speeded up using an k-means approximation shown in [43], thus
reducing the complexity from O(nk) to O(nlog(k)).
4.4 K Nearest Neighbour Classifier
Supervised classification algorithms aim at producing a learning model from a labeled train-
ing set. Various successful techniques have been proposed to solve the problem in the binary
classification case. The multiclass classification case is more delicate, as many of the al-
gorithms were introduced basically to solve binary classification problems. In this short
survey we investigate the various techniques for solving the multiclass classification prob-
lem. Several algorithms have been proposed to solve this problem in the two class case,
some of which can be naturally extended to the multiclass case, and some that need special
formulations to be able to solve the latter case. The first category of algorithms include
decision trees [5, 16], neural networks [3], k-Nearest Neighbor [2], Naive Bayes classifiers
[19], and Support Vector Machines [8]. The second category include approaches for con-
verting the multiclass classification problem into a set of binary classification problems that
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are efficiently solved using binary classifiers e.g. Support Vector Machines [8, 6]. Another
approach tries to pose a hierarchy on the output space, the available classes, and performs
a series of tests to detect the class label of new patterns. K-NN classifier is chosen as it
is a simple and easy to use classifier. It is fast and usually gives transparent classification
results.
The K nearest neighbour (K-NN) classifier is the simplest and the most straightforward
classifier in the set that was considered [65]. The nearest neighbours for each query were
found and used in the decision process for calculating the class of the query (figure 4.6).
Figure 4.6: K-NN classification example. The classification of a query (represented as a
green circle) depend on the value of K: e.g. for K = 1..3 the query is classified as red
triangle. For K = 5 it is classified as blue square. For K = 4 one has to include the weights
to determine the class [65]
Today K-NN classifier is much more popular thanks to the computational power that
is available. The main characteristic for this type of classifier is that the data are clas-
sified according to the class of their nearest neighbours, where K represents the number
of nearest neighbours we are observing in the class determination. There are three types
of classification: the training examples must be in memory during the run (Memory-Based
Classification), examples are processed during the run (Lazy Learning technique) and train-
ing example based classification (Example-Based Classification) [142].
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The determination can be calculated using a distance weighted voting system or by
majority. In the case that it can not be decided to which class the query belongs (e.g in
4-NN classifier the first and the second nearest neighbour belong to one and the third and
fourth to some other class) it is said that K-NN classifier is undecided (not definable). Let
the set D consists of xi (i ∈ N) elements and let the elements be described using a set of
features F . If every training example is labelled with a class label yj ∈ Y and if one wants





wfδ(qf ,xif ) (4.14)
Although there are many options for such distance metric, for continuous/discrete attributes
the most general version would be:





f discrete and qf = xif




One can select the K nearest neighbours using this distance metric. To obtain the class of
q, one has various different options. The easiest would be to attach the majority class of
the nearest neighbours to the given query. Sometimes assigning greater weight to the nearer
neighbours decides the class of the query. In order to find a method to achieve this we can
employ a voting scheme based on weighted distance where the neighbours vote (noted as V )







n I(yj , yc) (4.16)
Therefore the vote given to class yj by xc is 1 over the distance to that neighbour, i.e.
I(yj , yc) returns 1 if the classes match. Otherwise it is equal to 0. If we take higher values
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for n, n ≥ 2, it would decrease the effect of further neighbours. Also the voting scheme can






h I(yj , yc) (4.17)
where h represents a vote exponential coefficient (fixed value). The K-NN classifier can
be enhanced to better reflect a particular scenario. For example, speed-up methods can
significantly decrease the processing time and handle large datasets. Computation problems
can be solved using dimension reduction. With a simple Minkowski distance (the general
formula is given in equation 4.18) complexity is equal to O(SDSF ) where SD denotes the
size of the training dataset and SF is the size of the set of features that represent the data.






Since the complexity of the compression metrics is more difficult to characterise, a K-NN
classifier is likely to be O(nSDlogn) where n is the number of clusters [161]. Much research
has been conducted regarding alternatives to the time consuming search process of the K-
NN classifier approach. Also research focus was directed towards reducing the size of the
training data and using less features to define the data.
In summary K-NN classifier is a simple, easy to implement classifier and can yield a
solution to many classification tasks. Its main advantages can be deduced from its inter-
pretability and simplicity and should not be underestimated. K-NN classifier is a very
simple classifier, easy to debug and implement with a transparent process. Sometimes the
classifier output is very useful so it is essential in situations where analysis of the neigh-
bours gives needed information [64]. Noise reduction methods can improve its precision and
efficiency. An extension of a memory-based classifier is a case-retrieval network that can
drastically improve computational performance on big datasets [161]. If the training set is
very large it can have poor performance. As all features contribute to the classification, K-
NN classification is not effective in case of irrelevant or redundant data features because all
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features are part of the classification process. This can be attenuated by thorough feature
weighting or selection. Some other techniques such as Support Vector Machines or Neu-
ral Networks can outperform K-NN classification on more challenging classification tasks.
However, in the work reported in this thesis, K-NN classification with Euclidean distance
is used to form a ranked list of locations, from the most probable to the least probable
location, for both sensing modalities as it is shown to perform well. Also it is used when
proposing an algorithm for localising the user between calibration points (chapter 6).
4.5 Weighting and grid search engine
Two or more data sources can be fused in various different ways as described in section 3.12.
Sometimes weighted combination of the sources in a multimodal fusion should be deployed
to achieve best performance. This means that these sources should be suitably weighted and
then added. Using a training dataset (which is separate from the testing set) a set of optimal
weights for each combination of sources can be identified using an exhaustive grid-search
[162]. A grid-search algorithm (illustrated in figure 4.7) can be generally described in the 3D
case where it successively achieves more thorough volume searches within Euclidean space,
to achieve an optimal estimate of probability density function (PDF) for the so called misfit
function [26]. Comparing to linear and stochastic micro techniques it is time consuming
and consecutive grid searches might become either very large or very small [26]. Therefore
it needs very precise selection of grid size and node spacing.
The grid search implementation is often formed using a nested approach grid search
consisting of using one or several grids. The first grid used is strictly defined with its
location, size, number of nodes, etc. Furthermore, the following grids which are nested are
defined in terms of node number and size using the first grid. The position of the nested grids
are given automatically along one or all three axes x,y,z [62]. For each location grid and for
every node the quality PDF or misfit value is calculated. For a subsequent nested grid, its
location for each node is set to the center of the maximal PDF or the minimum misfit node
of the observed grid. The initial grid must be within every next grid. Subsequent grids
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Figure 4.7: Grid search engine example [162]
must be totally contained inside the initial grid (also if their position is set automatically).
Grid translation that intersects with a boundary of the first grid should be done as if it is
placed inside the initial grid [156]. For every observation and for each node of the position
grid, the grid-search approach has to perform systematically throughout each location with
the x or y or z index varying the last. Processing times for every iteration may be very large
so the algorithm can be extremely time consuming. In much simplified usage employed in
this thesis all possible combinations of w1 and w2 from the [0, 1] domain (grid size in one
dimension) are reduced to the simple case in which the weights are equal to w1 = w2 = 1. In
this way sensing modalities are of equal importance in the fusion and the tracking process.
4.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, an overview is presented of the important state-of-the-art algorithms which
will be used as a basis for the proposed algorithms presented in chapters 5 and 6. The
algorithms were selected as they showed the best trade-off between complexity and perfor-
mance and are thus popular in this and many other data processing tasks. Moreover, the
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algorithms showed flexibility over some more recent but less attractive and/or less-suitable






In this chapter, methods for indoor user localisation and tracking inside a university build-
ing are presented. An approach that would enable user localisation to within an office is
described. The WLAN-based solution, given in section 5.3, uses a extended Naive Bayes
approach to find the user location. A novel image-based localisation is realized using a
novel approach based on a hierarchical vocabulary tree of SURF descriptor vectors and is
described in section 5.4. The method introduces fine tuning of cluster centers iteratively
and finding the centroid for each cluster center thus improving the basic hierarchical vo-
cabulary tree approach. A novel fusion approach is proposed to overcome difficulties of
each of the individual sensing modalities. Thus, the fusion function is designed to take
both localisation results into account and to successfully merge them to achieve better per-
formance (especially when WLAN breaks down and/or is unreliable). It is described in
section 5.5. We propose a tracking method (in section 5.8.1) that can be employed when
using image-based, WLAN-based or the fusion-based approach. It introduces novel tran-
sitional probability function which converts times taken for traversing (between) locations
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into probabilities. The effectiveness of combining the strengths of these two complementary
modalities is demonstrated for a very challenging dataset. Two experimental setups (ESs)
are discussed in sections 5.6 and 5.8.2. The first one discusses the user’s location based
on fusion of WLAN and image data. This setup consisted of several adjacent offices with
a fixed number of CPs placed inside every office. The main goal is to localise a user to a
specific CP and to that specific office as well. The second setup is based on the first one and
is used in the tracking process. Both localisation and tracking results are given in sections
5.7 and 5.8.3 respectively to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed methods.
5.2 Overview
Naive Bayes approach is used to localise user using WLAN. This algorithm is transformed
and optimized to better suit the specific environmental challenges encountered. It is used
to determine the most likely location of a user. These probabilities were rescaled to sum up
to one and denoted as WLAN-based confidences for a location.
For the image-based localisation a hierarchical vocabulary tree of Speeded Up Robust
Features (SURF) descriptor vectors is used. SURF vectors are taken from all available
images. A hierarchical vocabulary tree is formed using hierarchical k means clustering of
SURF descriptor vectors. Hierarchical k means clustering is achieved using simple k-means
clustering repeatedly until the final clusters contain less than k SURF descriptor vectors.
The simple k-means clustering divides the dataset of all SURF descriptor vectors into k
subsets using k cluster centers. A novel fine tuning of cluster centers of the hierarchical
vocabulary tree is employed to fix the cluster centers and to achieve better precision and
accuracy compared to standard hierarchical vocabulary tree approach. Descriptor vectors
are extracted from all images and from a query image as well. After each descriptor of the
query image has voted for a location, a ranked list of locations, from the most probable to the
least probable location is obtained. These values were denoted as image-based confidences
for a location.
For each localisation method we obtain a ranking of possible user locations. The ranking
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list of (possible) user locations is achieved using K nearest neighbour classifier. All near-
est neighbours are found using simple Euclidean distance. Also the K nearest neighbour
approach is used when determining a user’s position between calibration points using just
WLAN. Moreover, these two modalities are fused in general using weights and grid search
engine to achieve better performance than using them separately. Localisation precision
based on fusion outperforms image and WLAN-based localisation precision when localising
to specific location and to within an office.
Eventually a tracking approach is proposed to find the most likely sequence of locations
visited by the user. This approach proposes a function that converts times for visiting
consecutive locations into probabilities and finds the total probability of visiting a sequence
of locations using WLAN-based, image-based or fusion method separately. The one with
the highest value gives the order of visited locations.
5.3 Naive Bayes localisation
Probabilistic WLAN-based localisation techniques based on fingerprinting start with the
acquisition of training observations consisting of signal strength information at calibration
points distributed along a dense grid throughout the building [86, 73, 140]. To calculate the
probability of a user being at a particular CP when the user is positioned at some point in
space observed only by signal strength values at that specific point, it was decided to employ
a Naive Bayes method. The approach represents an extension of the Bayes and Naive Bayes
classifier presented in section 4.2.1. This algorithm takes into account the access points’
(APs) signal strength values (RSSI) and also the frequency of the appearance of these APs.
A signature for each CP is defined as a set of W distributions of signal strengths of
W APs and a distribution representing the number of appearances of W APs observed at
this CP. C ∈ {1, 2, ...,K} denotes the CP random variable where K is the number of CPs,
Xm ∈ {1, 2, ...,W} represents the mth AP random variable, Ym ∈ {s1, ..., sV } is the signal
strength (assumed to take on discrete values) received from themth AP, whereW is the num-
ber of APs, M is the number of APs present in an observation and V is the number of dis-
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crete values of signal strength. It is not necessary that each AP produce receivable signals at
each CP, and indeed whether or not an AP signal can be obtained at a CP can vary with time
depending on the state of the radio channel. D = {o1,o2, ...,oN} is a set of N training obser-













P (Xm|C)P (Ym|C,Xm) (5.1)
Using the Naive Bayes approach described in section 4.2.1 and one testing observation o
the likelihood that the user is at location c can be written as
P (c|o) ∝ P (c)
M∏
m=1
P (xm|c)P (ym|c, xm) (5.2)
The user location is estimated as the value c∗ which maximises P (c|o), that is





P (xm|c)P (ym|c, xm) (5.3)
In order to estimate the user location, information about the various probability dis-
tributions on the right hand side of equation 5.3 must be obtained. In the absence of any
other information the a priori probability distribution of the user location, P (C = c), is
presumed to be uniform. The distribution of AP x given a location c, P (Xm = x|C = c) is
multinomial (W -size parameter pic), the probability of signal strength y given location c and
AP x, P (Ym = y, C = c,Xm = x), can be estimated from the normalised histogram (V - size
vector parameter γc,x). The majority of the histograms have shape of slightly left-skewed,
almost symmetric and slightly right-skewed distributions. Thus, they can be approximated
by a lognormal distribution. The RSSI values are usually concentrated around 1-3 dominant
modes. On average the histograms varied little with time but in case of significant changes
in time, such as a number of people present in an office (compared to an empty office), they
varied a lot. An example that illustrates this phenomenon is presented in figure 5.1.
Using the identity function
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.1: Effect of users’ presence on WLAN RSSI histogram in an office space: no users
present (left), users present and moving (right). RSSI measurements are collected at a CP
in all four orientations
I(s, t) =
 1 for s = t0 for s 6= t (5.4)
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The probability of AP x given location c, P (Xm = x|C = c) is given by





while the probability of signal strength y given location c and AP x, P (Ym = y|C = c,Xm =
x) is given in equation 5.9. These are estimates of the signature parameters.








The algorithm chooses the location which maximises equation 5.2 as being the user location.
We rescaled these probabilities to sum to one and denoted their new values as the CP
confidences, pi.
5.4 Image-based localisation using hierarchical vocabulary
trees
5.4.1 Hierarchical vocabulary tree: introduction
Many research works on efficient image retrieval are based on a hierarchical vocabulary
tree [132, 54]. This enables users to find an image-to-an image similarity and to establish
an appropriate similarity score in the case of large image datasets [132]. Similar works in
the image retrieval and similarity field include [45, 44]. They take into account an image
representation as a bag of visual words and find the number of similar words between images
thus defining a similarity score between them. This approach is taken from recent research
in text retrieval [32]. Consequently, only images with similarity score high enough are
considered to be good candidates for image matching. These and some other approaches
such as [83, 7] are a standard tool for large scale reconstruction. These methods reduce
matching effort as in big databases an image rarely matches with the whole database due to
occlusion and missing overlap. The bag-of-words representation of an image [152] based on
SIFT features [110] has been one of the main large scale image retrieval methods of choice
in recent years.
5.4.2 Hierarchical vocabulary tree
In most general terms an image is represented and described using a histogram of quantized
feature occurrences based on a codebook of predefined cluster centers (so called visual
words). This is usually organized as a structure that represents the entire image database.
An efficient approach for approximated nearest neighbour search on the codebook can be
done using hierarchical quantization of descriptor vectors, also denoted as a hierarchical
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vocabulary tree [132]. SURF descriptor vectors are compared using the standard Euclidean
distance, as it is explained in section 4.3.1. The features were split into two groups based on
the sign of the Laplacian which enables us to search faster. Descriptor clustering for each
group is achieved applying the k-means algorithm, described in section 4.3.2, recursively.
Initially we created k clusters, then within each cluster, k more clusters, and so on until the
last cluster contains less than k descriptor elements. Eventually, two hierarchical vocabulary
trees are created. The maximum number of levels of the tree is denoted by L and each node
is divided into k children (an example is shown in figure 5.2).
Figure 5.2: An example of hierarchical vocabulary tree of SURF descriptor vectors. In this
example k = 3 and L = 3
The vocabulary tree concept uses the following rule: if the similarity between two fea-
tures fi and fj is high, then it is highly likely that the two features are in fact the same
visual word w(fi) ≡ w(fj), i.e. the features represent the tree’s same leaf node. Based
on the quantized features from a query image Q and each database image D a scoring of
relevance is derived. Scoring values can be found for a query and every database image.
Scoring functions are usually based on a vector tf − idf model (term frequency - inverse
document frequency) which gives a location/data ranking based on the level of similarity
between query and database images. In this thesis we make the following approximations:
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• there is an 1 : 1 mapping between visual words and descriptor vectors meaning that we
compare only (SURF) descriptor vectors.
• we do not use tf − idf model but a simple model that calculates the number of similar
descriptor vectors.
Creating a vocabulary tree is not an easy task because of the feature vector size and their
number. In order to build a vocabulary tree of M leaf nodes, n >> M data points are
required. Moreover k-means clustering needs to be performed repeatedly to eventually
cluster all SURF descriptor vectors and to form the tree. Initially we created k clusters,
then within each cluster, k more clusters, and so on until the last cluster contains less than
k descriptor elements. k-means clustering is feasible since it only requires linear memory
O(k+n) in the number of cluster centers k and data points n. Since in our SURF approach,
k-means clustering and K nearest neighbour classifier are crucial for building hierarchical
vocabulary tree they will be explained in greater detail in the following sections.
5.4.3 Propagation in a hierarchical vocabulary tree
A hierarchical vocabulary tree structure enables an efficient quantization of feature descrip-
tors. Also, the hierarchical tree can employ a fast search using a Best Bin First (BBF)
strategy [25]. Feature quantization for a vocabulary tree requires O(kL) (k branch factor
and L levels) dot products and it is observed that a broader tree yields superior performance
since more descriptors are considered.
5.4.4 Fast localisation based on hierarchical vocabulary tree
SURF features are extracted from all R database images. Eventually we had F feature
descriptors. Every feature is connected with the image from which it was extracted. Then
two hierarchical vocabulary trees are built using the sign of Laplacian explained in section
4.3.1. There is a main characteristic in building hierarchical vocabulary tree which explains
how the cluster centers are formed. For the first two and rarely three levels of the hier-
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archical tree the following procedure was applied. k cluster centers for the first level were
found calculating the mean value of several previously calculated cluster centers. In other
words for I iterations there are I cluster centers vectors, each of length k. In the work
presented in this thesis I = 4. Then the mean value for each dimension was calculated
and the final vector of length V represents k cluster centers. The process is repeated for
the second and eventually the third level of the tree. For the higher tree levels the process
is not necessary as cluster centers are already properly placed (positioned). In general let
T = {tj |j = 1, ..., n} be attributes of n-dimensional vector and W = {xj |j = 1, ..., r} be
each data of T . The pseudocode is given as:
1. Set W = {wj |j = 1, ..., r} as each data of T , where T = {tj |j = 1, ..., n} is attribute of
n-dimensional vector.
2. Set K as the predefined number of clusters.
3. Determine l as numbers of computation
4. Set j = 1 as initial counter
5. Perform K-means algorithm.
6. Record the centroids of clustering results as Cj = {cju |u = 1, ,K}
7. Increment j = j + 1
8. Repeat from step 5 while j < l.
9. Assume C = {Cj |j = 1, , l} as new data set, with K as predefined number of clusters
10. Apply hierarchical algorithm
11. Record the centroids of clustering result as D = {dj |j = 1, ,K}
12. One uses D = {dj |j = 1, ,K} as initial cluster centers for K-means clustering.
The performance improves as the branch factor increases (slowly) and the number of
nodes increases (dramatically). The branch factor and number of nodes of the tree were
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chosen to best match tree performance and time of the traversals. This approach makes
the localisation process efficient because the features can be matched precisely. Descriptor
vectors are extracted from all images and from a query image as well. For every descriptor
a match is found using +1 or −1 hierarchical tree, based on 1 nearest neighbour classifier
(i.e. the nearest match is found) explained in section 4.4. Every match is connected via a
label to the image it is extracted. If matched, it gives one vote for the location to which
the image belongs. After each descriptor has voted for a location, a ranked list of locations,
from the most probable to the least probable, is obtained. Similarly to the WLAN case,
we assigned a confidence for each CP (qi) as the ratio of the number of votes associated
with that CP and the total number of votes. This improved hierarchical vocabulary tree
achieved 14.82% better precision than standard hierarchical tree. Moreover, fixing cluster
centres gives more stable results (precise results are three times more repeatable) than
using standard vocabulary tree. Image resolution can be also analyzed in the context of
localisation results. Higher resolution images have more SURF feature vectors, give more
precise results but are also more computationally expensive. The trade-off between precision
and real-time processing should be analyzed in the context of application.
5.5 Data fusion
To fuse information from the two modalities, we take confidences pi and qi from both sensing
modalities P and Q into account, where in our case P and Q were WLAN and image sensing
methods respectively. Here, i refers to a given CP. If we sort these confidences we can denote
the first ranked, the second ranked, the third ranked, etc. confidence by pmax1, pmax2, pmax3,
etc. respectively (or by qmax1, qmax2, etc. for the Q modality). It was decided to use a
large passive training dataset of confidences of different CPs. This would help in building a
robust fusion function which would be reliably used on (unknown) testing data. First, let
us define for modality P
Pgh = pmaxg − pmaxh (5.10)
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and similarly for modality Q
Qgh = qmaxg − qmaxh (5.11)
We made a very large training dataset of more than 600 ranked confidence pairs for
both the modalities. Measurements were taken at all the CPs and at different times of the
day to make the fusion process more robust and self-contained. Observing P12 and Q12 in
these training confidence pairs we concluded that for values P12 and/or Q12 beyond some
reliably large thresholds, we were sure that the correct CP (location) was the 1st ranked
one, based either on P or Q (or both). All P12 and Q12 values were calculated and sorted
and eventually the minimum of all P12 and the minimum of all Q12 values were found. They
are found to be very solid boundary for each modality. We denoted them by T1 and T2 for P
and Q modality respectively. Thus T1 = min{P12r} and T2 = min{Q12s}. The thresholds
were robust and made the localisation process stable for all available CPs. Also the process
was ensured when condition P12 ≥ Q12 was met. So far only two thresholds were used.
There were confidences which did not satisfy the requirements given above. We de-
duced that introducing multiplication and/or addition functions under some conditions can
improve precision (or at least average precision). Confidence pairs that could improve local-
isation precision (or average precision) were transformed to improve new ranking compared
to the rankings of the single modalities. Actually, one could use different (and/or even more
complex) functions but the process of finding the thresholds would be more challenging. It
is important to note the improvement using addition and multiplication functions is only
incremental, and the main increment comes when using only two thresholds. This is im-
portant in cases when training and testing sets are significantly different form each other
which is not a common situation in practice.
Eventually, if the 1st ranked confidence belongs to the correct location, the algorithm
would discard it if P12 (or Q12 or both) is below this (these) threshold(s). Also we found
that the ranking of the correct location did not fall below some positions in both sets of
rankings. In general, these are the mth position for P and the nth position for Q modality.
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Thr. T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8 T9 T10
Val. 0.019 0.015 0.0047 0.0069 0.0041 0.0062 0.008 0.0093 0.0078 0.0089
Table 5.1: Threshold values (Val.) used in the fusion process
The fusion function is thus as follows (equation 5.12), where fi represents fusion confidence
and ki confidence of the method to which min(n,m) corresponds. The location output by
the algorithm is the one with the maximum value of the fusion confidence.
fi =

pi, P12 ≥ Q12 ∧ P12 ≥ T1 ∧Q12 ≥ T2
qi, Q12 ≥ P12 ∧ P12 ≥ T1 ∧Q12 ≥ T2
pi, P12 ≥ T1 ∧Q12 < T2
qi, Q12 ≥ T2 ∧ P12 < T1
piqi, T3 ≤ P12 ≤ T4 ∧ T5 ≤ Q24 ≤ T6
pi + qi, T7 ≤ P12 ≤ T8 ∧ T9 ≤ Q24 ≤ T10
ki, else
(5.12)
The fusion process goes from the top to the bottom. The fusion function is logically
consistent thus ensuring that there are no conflicting situations. The thresholds values used
in the fusion function and in the localisation process are successfully tested at all the CPs.
They are given in table 5.1.
Some other integrative approaches were also tried to merge these two different modali-
ties. Early fusion was difficult to apply as we were processing two non-compatible sources
of information: one in the form of matrix (images) and the other in the form of a vector
(WLAN). Moreover hybrid of these two modalities gave worse results than when using the
late fusion method described here.
5.6 Experimental setup when localising to within an office
For this experimental test bed 20 offices on the second floor of a building (see figure 5.3) are
used, where the average size of an office is 8.9m2. Within each office we use 5 calibrations
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points (CP), A,B,C,D & E. Each orientation of a CP (North, South, West and East)
is represented with 8 (640 × 480 pixels) images taken with a camera Canon PowerShot
A560 (see figure A.4(b) for examples), and 300 RSSI (received signal strength indication)
observations taken with a Dell Inspiron laptop with Intel Core 2 Duo Processor T5250 (2.0
GHz, 2 MB L2 cache, 667 MHz FSB), memory of 2×2048 MB, 667 MHz Dual Channel DDR2
SDRAM, SATA Hard Drive with 450 GB (5.400rpm) and Intel PRO/Wireless 3945ABG
card using InSSIDer software1 . Every CP is represented using data from all four orientations
together. For one set we had 5, 000 images, of which 3, 200 were used for training (20 offices
X 5 CPs X 4 orientations X 8 images) and 1, 800 for testing, and 125, 000 signal strengths
observations of which 120, 000 were used for training (20 offices X 5 CPs X 4 orientations X
300 RSSI) and 5, 000 for testing. Each orientation of every CP is used at least four times in
the testing phase. WLAN and image data collection processes are described in section A.2
and section A.3 of the Appendix respectively. One observation consists of received signal
strengths from all confident APs: 14 in our case. In the best case it is the total number of
APs. Offices are chosen to be next to each other and moreover, look very similar inside, thus
resulting in very challenging data for both WLAN and image-based localisation methods.
In a test we used one image and one signal strength observation per CP and tested
how precisely we could localise to a given CP. Clearly, if we can localise to a CP, we can
localise to within the office that contains that CP. However, we wanted to understand how
many (and which) CPs are necessary as this has an impact on the manual data collection
effort required to perform accurate localisation. We also present results for localizing to
a given office whereby the office selected is based on the 1st ranked results corresponding
to one of the CPs for that office, even if the top ranked CP is not the actual location CP.
We examined localisation precision for 5 different combinations of 1, 2 and 3 CPs per office
(giving 5 different sets of 20, 40 and 60 locations respectively in total). Precision (P ) and
average precision (AV P ) were used as performance measures. The precision is calculated as





Figure 5.3: (a) Map of office locations – red crosses indicate offices used; (b) Calibration
points ABCDE within an office






where Pk represents the position of
the correct location in the kth test.
5.7 Localisation results
An example of the benefits of fusion, when 2 CPs are observed as individual locations (BE),
is shown in figure 5.4. It shows the behaviour of precision considering the top N ranked
results, thus illustrating how often each modality returned the correct location as the top
ranked result, 2nd ranked results, and so on (bars in the graph) and also how precision
increases if the top N ranked results are considered (lines in the graph). In the top N ,
for N = 1 . . . 5, the fusion approach outperforms both WLAN and image-based methods
reaching precision of 91.82%. Also it can be seen that correct location rank doesn’t drop
below 8th for WLAN, and 12th for the image-based method. In this example we have
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Figure 5.4: Number of correct locations (in %) found on the N th rank (bars); Number of
correct locations (in %) found in the top N ranks (lines)
AV PW = 75.18%, AV PI = 68.14% and AV PF = 80.94% for the WLAN, image-based and
the fusion approach respectively.
Similar examples demonstrating the effectiveness of the approach are given in figure 5.5 and
in figure 5.6. In these examples different combinations of 3 and 2 CPs per office are used.
In all cases the fusion outperforms each modality separately.
The left hand side of table 5.3 shows results on average when using 1, 2 and 3 CPs per
office (every CP represents a different location), using WLAN data only (PW ), image data
only (PI) and the fusion of both modalities (PF ). For 2 and 3 CPs we show a selection of
results, corresponding to the best performing ones, rather than all possible combinations.
The right hand side of the table shows results when we take into account the 1st ranked
result that is not the correct one but that belongs to a CP within that particular office.
This gives the precision to a particular office, denoted by PWO, PIO and PFO obtained
using WLAN-based, image-based and the fusion method respectively. From the table it
is clear that fusion of WLAN and images significantly improves the performance of using




Figure 5.5: Number of correct locations (in %) found on the N th rank (bars); Number of
correct locations (in %) found in the top N ranks (lines)
PIO and PFO increase when the number of CPs per office increases. This is expected since
the data within an office are very similar, thus sometimes making the algorithms choose
the nearby CP instead of the correct one. For images we have an even more complex
situation as locations that are not physically close by can look similar as well. When we
consider localisation to an office many incorrect 1st guesses become correct especially when
the number of CPs in an office increases. Thus, in the case of 3 CPs, one can notice a
large increase in precision, where on average it increased by 15.52%, 18.72% and 13.04% for
WLAN-based, image-based and the fusion method respectively.




Figure 5.6: Number of correct locations (in %) found on the N th rank (bars); Number of
correct locations (in %) found in the top N ranks (lines)
variable number of CPs also gives an interesting conclusion. Whilst the best results are
naturally always obtained by using all 5 CPs for each office, we can see that using only one
CP produces reasonably good performance: 69.57% precision for the worst result (calibr.
point A), 76.09% on average. This is important as it means that the manual data collection
stage for model creation outlined in section 5.6 is viable as it only needs to be performed
once (i.e. at one CP) per office in order to obtain reasonably accurate performance.
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CP PW PI PF PWO PIO PFO
A 65.22 50.00 69.57 65.22 50.00 69.57
E 69.57 60.87 73.91 69.57 60.87 73.91
C 69.57 56.52 78.26 69.57 56.52 78.26
B 73.91 58.70 82.61 73.91 58.70 82.61
D 71.74 63.04 76.09 71.74 63.04 76.09
AB 61.96 47.83 69.57 65.22 60.87 71.74
BE 63.04 56.52 72.83 71.74 70.65 76.09
ED 66.30 54.35 73.91 73.91 60.87 78.26
AC 64.13 46.74 71.74 75.00 53.26 78.26
BC 68.48 53.26 73.91 77.17 58.70 80.43
ABE 55.07 46.38 63.77 69.57 62.32 75.36
AEC 58.70 45.65 66.67 72.46 65.22 79.71
EBD 58.70 49.28 70.29 76.81 63.77 84.06
ABD 61.59 47.83 69.57 79.71 69.57 83.33
ACD 63.04 44.20 71.74 81.16 65.94 84.78
Table 5.2: Localisation results: PW , PI , PF are precision results for considering each CP as a
separate location using WLAN, image and fusion respectively; PWO, PIO, PFO are precision
results for localising to a specific office
5.8 WLAN and image-based tracking
WLAN and image-based tracking is examined using experimental setup described in section
5.6. Calibration points are very close to each other within an office thus making them very
difficult for algorithms to distinguish as different locations. Thus, we decided to have only
one CP per office and 5 different experimental setups in total.
5.8.1 Proposed tracking method
This section addresses the automatic tracking of a user indoors using fusion of WLAN and
image data. A tracking method is proposed based on a simple Viterbi multiplestate model
[102] using simple Hidden Markov Model states [137]. In the tracking scenario we only used
one CP per office using experimental setup given in figure 5.3: either A,B,C,D or E. Thus
we have 5 different experimental scenarios. Let us denote by ti,j and t∗i,j time intervals
measured in the training and the testing phase respectively between any two consecutively
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visited locations i and j. Here we refer to i and j as the location output by any of three
possible methods used (WLAN-based, image-based and fusion-based). Also let us denote
by tk, the kth the nearest time interval to t∗i,j in the training phase, such that it refers to
locations i and j which are output by any of the three methods. If i or j is not obtained
by the algorithm output we discard that tk and do not include it (and its corresponding i
and j) in the tracking process. Transitional probability, T ki,j , which models how likely the
user passes by the pair of locations i and j, i 6= j, is derived and given in equation 5.13.
T ki,j = 1−
∣∣∣t∗i,j − tk∣∣∣
maxk
{∣∣∣t∗i,j − tk∣∣∣ , k ≥ 1} , (1 ≤ i, j ≤ n) (5.13)
At every location the user can estimate position using either WLAN-based (pi), image-
based (qi) or fusion-based approach (fi) and obtain the ranking of possible locations from
the most probable to the least probable. For a path consisting of several locations, e.g.
I−J−K−L−M −P where 1 ≤ I, .., P ≤ p represent different locations with length equal
to n, the total probability consists of the sum of probabilities of being at these locations and
the sum of the transitional probabilities of visiting every two consecutive locations (I − J ,
J − K, K − L, L −M and M − P ). In our case p = 20. Equation 5.14 calculates the







where PLi refers to the probability of being at location Li and T
k
Li,Li+1
refers to the transi-
tional probability T ki,j as explained and given in equation 5.13. For each location we obtain
a ranked list of possible locations from the most to the least probable. For a testing time
stamp between two consecutively visited locations i and j we can find a ranked list of loca-
tion pairs whose times (from the training phase) are very similar to the testing time-stamp
(they are also ranked from the most to the least probable). The top k ranked time stamps
are chosen (as explained before), denoted by tk where k ∈ N+, and since it is known which
location pair this particular time stamp belongs to, it can be connected to the same two
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location outputs given by any of the modalities used. Probabilities of being at specific
locations and the corresponding transitional probabilities are normalised to [0, 1] interval
to reliably represent the influence of each of (n− 1) sections. Then these probabilities are
added and the process is repeated (as given by equation 5.14) for all other locations until
the last visited location is reached. Thus we have k different sequences each consisting of n
locations. The one with the highest probability value gives the order of visited locations.
5.8.2 User tracking: experimental setup
Times measured between consecutively visited locations were collected using a standard
stopwatch. In this thesis a user average speed of walking is approximately 1.1m/s and
the user is able to pass a three meter distance in approximately 2.73 seconds. This was
experimentally proved. Using this approximation and the university building map together
with its scale one is able to reconstruct real distances from the map and calculate all the
times. The times are also checked in real world scenario thus showing robustness of this
approach. The walking path is chosen to be fixed and along a line that halves the corridor
next to the offices. In the testing phase one image and/or one signal strength observation per
CP together with time interval (t∗i,j) measured between two consecutively visited locations
denoted by i and j (i 6= j, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, n ∈ N+) are used to track the user. If i = j the
user is stationary and T ki,i = 0. n denotes the number of visited locations. Thus in total for
each ES we had 100 CPs. The data were collected and the experiments were performed on
Dell Inspiron laptop with Intel Core 2 Duo Processor T5250 (2.0 GHz, 2 MB L2 cache, 667
MHz FSB), memory of 2× 2048 MB, 667 MHz Dual Channel DDR2 SDRAM, SATA Hard
Drive with 450 GB (5.400rpm) and Intel PRO/Wireless 3945ABG card.
5.8.3 Tracking results
Table 5.3 shows the results comparing tracking performance when using either data source
and the combination of both sources using analyses given in section 5.8.1. Here the precision
is calculated as ratio of correctly guessed locations and total number of locations in a
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Dataset ID PW PI PF
A 73.41 61.66 82.66
B 76.18 62.74 84.71
C 66.39 67.19 76.25
D 71.83 57.24 79.02
E 65.42 59.82 82.83
Avg. 70.65 61.73 81.11
Table 5.3: Results: PW , PI , PF represent precision (in %) when using WLAN, image and
fusion method respectively. Also the last line of the table shows the results on average thus
demonstrating the effectiveness of both fusion and tracking approaches
tracking process. For each of 5 datasets 9 tracking process were performed. Each tracking
process consisted of n = 10 locations. Then the average precision for each dataset is
calculated. Not only does the combination of both sources increase the performance, the
difference between them is notably reduced.
5.9 Conclusions
In this chapter, results of combining two complementary sources of data for classifying lo-
cations and finding the deemed position of the user are presented. Moreover a tracking ap-
proach based on using these two modalities separately and later the fusion approach is given
as well. In both cases, in all experimental setups, by fusing wireless signal strength readings
and image-based matching, we achieve better performance than any individual/combined
modality. Thus, this demonstrates the need and usefulness for employing more (than one)
sensing modalities. Also, in both cases the need for fusion is justified by using both sensing
modalities at all times to achieve better accuracy/precision in localisation and tracking and
to get information about the user’s context. One can see that using only one CP produces
reasonably good performance thus meaning that the manual data collection stage for model
creation outlined before is viable as it only needs to be performed once (i.e. at one CP) in
order to obtain reasonably accurate performance. Possible extensions of the work can be
other fusion methods and more sophisticated classifiers in order to achieve higher accuracy
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In previous chapters we have introduced fusion algorithms that use information from two
complementary modalities to locate a user at one of a finite set of locations which we
call calibration points. Clearly an improvement to the performance of either modality can
potentially improve the performance of the overall fusion process. This chapter addresses
this, and specifically outlines a potential improvement to WLAN-based localisation only.
The improvement allows us to locate users at general positions in space, rather than the
finite set of calibration points. This has the potential to improve the location accuracy, or
to achieve the same accuracy with a reduced set of calibration points, with an attendant
reduction in system set-up costs. Consequently a dense grid of CPs were needed in order
to keep the error small.
In this chapter a novel WLAN-based method used to localise the user between calibra-
tion points defined with a grid of calibration points is proposed. It uses fewer calibration
points (CPs) than standard, well-known localisation approaches and still achieves good per-
formance. The need for fewer CPs is due to the use of robust, range and angle-dependent
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likelihood functions that describe the probability of a user being in the vicinity of each CP.
The actual location of the user is estimated by solving a system of two non-linear equations
with two unknowns derived for a pair of CPs. Different pairs of CPs can be chosen to make
multiple estimates which can then be combined to increase the accuracy of the estimate.
We also give short but important analyses as to why a linear approximation to likelihood
function is appropriate. Moreover, we tried different CP spacing and tested how it affects
the overall accuracy and performance. Two separate experiments were performed: in the
case of a relatively open-plan space and in the case where CPs were separated by walls
which would show how likelihoods change as one passes through an obstacle. We compare
results against well-known competing approaches showing the superiority of the proposed
method.
6.2 Unconstrained user localisation
6.2.1 Generalization of the Naive Bayes method
The model outlined in section 5.3 assumes that a user is located at one of the CPs. Any
deviation in signal strength is deemed to be due to the natural variation in signal strength
expected at these locations and explicitly accounted for in the model. The model outputs
the CP that most closely matches the signal strength pattern seen by the user. In reality
the user is likely to be positioned anywhere in space and the deviation in signal strengths
is due to their different position relative to the APs compared to that of the CPs, as well
as natural variation due to fading etc. However the algorithm, described in section 5.3,
is only capable of locating to the nearest CP, leading to the necessity of using a fine grid
of CPs in order to keep the location error under control. In this section a technique that
can interpolate between CPs and locate users at positions other than the calibrated ones is
presented.
Let LCPi(~r) be the likelihood that, applying the methodology of section 5.3, a user at
location ~r will be identified as being at CP −−→CP i. While during the training phase there
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is no direct information about this quantity for general points ~r the training observation
data allow estimation of this quantity for a discrete set of locations, namely the CPs −−→CP j
for j = 1, ...,K. To see how this might be done let o = (x1, y1, ..., xM , yM ) be an item of
training data collected at CP −−→CP j . It can be used to compute
LCPi(~r) ≡ P (−−→CP i)
M∏
m=1
P (xm|−−→CP i)P (ym|−−→CP i, xm) (6.1)
for ~r = −−→CP j but also for any ~r if the corresponding observation data are obtained. Note
that various probability distributions on the right-hand side of equation 6.1 are ~r-dependent.
Consider now figure 6.1 where −−→CP i and −−→CP j are separated by distance rij .









can be computed as above and used to calculate LCPi (~r)
for a point ~r along the line between −−→CP i and −−→CP j using simple linear interpolation
LCPi(~r) '
rjLCPi(−−→CP i) + riLCPi(−−→CP j)
rij
(6.2)
This approach can be generalised to points not lying directly on a line between CPs. Con-
sider figure (6.2). Here three CPs are given, denoted by −−→CP i, −−→CP j and −−→CP k
The following equations 6.3 and 6.4 for LCPi (~r) apply only when the user is positioned along
−−→
CP i → −−→CP j and −−→CP i → −−→CP k lines respectively. Using one extra training observation o at
each position −−→CP i and −−→CP j , LCPi(−−→CP j) and LCPi(−−→CP i) can be calculated using equation
6.1. rij and rik are known distances. Thus, both equations 6.3 and 6.4 can be written in
−kri + n form where k and n are constant values and derived easily.
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Figure 6.2: Bilinear interpolation
LCPi1(~r) =




rkLCPi(−−→CP i) + riLCPi(−−→CP k)
rik
(6.4)
In the polar coordinate system with the origin at −−→CP i, and the user at (ri, θ), equation 6.5
can be used to calculate LCPi(~r) ≡ LCPi(ri, θ), for 0 ≤ θ ≤ α degrees. For θ = 0 and θ = α
degrees equation 6.5 reduces to equation 6.3 and 6.4 respectively.
LCPi(ri, θ) =
(α− θ)LCPi1(ri, 0) + θLCPi2(ri, α)
α
(6.5)
Note that LCPi , by virtue of being a function of ~r is a function of both ri and θ as
depicted in figure 6.2.
6.2.2 Proposed localisation algorithm
The improved localisation technique will be referred to as SEAMLOC or SEAM. SEAM
means the same as SEAMLOC and is used due to lack of space. The method develops
as follows. An observation o = (x1, y1, ..., xM , yM ) is made by the user and the procedure
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described in section 5.3 is followed. Thus L∗CPi = LCPi(~r), where ~r is the actual (to be
determined) user position, are computed from equation 6.6 for i = 1, ...,K





P (xm|−−→CP i)P (ym|−−→CP i, xm) (6.6)
but, rather than choosing c∗ as prescribed by equation 5.3 as the estimate for the location,
the top three-ranked locations are identified, that is the three CPs with the highest values







Based on the observed measurements from the user they have likelihoods L∗CP1 ≥ L∗CP2 ≥
L∗CP3 .
The top three most probable CPs can either form a triangle or lie on a straight line
(horizontal, vertical or diagonal). In the case the top three CPs are placed along a straight
line the centroid of the two furthest CPs represents the user estimation. Alternatively these
three CPs can form a triangle in which no angle is greater than 90 ◦. In figure 6.3, one can
see the triangle formed using the top three most probable CPs, denoted by −−→CP 1, −−→CP 2 and
−−→












CP 3 are denoted by a, b and z respectively. Triangle angles are denoted by α, β
and γ. It can be seen that 0 ≤ θ ≤ α degrees and 0 ≤ φ ≤ β degrees. These are known
values as the positions of the top three most probable CPs are known.
Based on equations 6.3 and 6.4 and using the notation given in figure 6.3 similar equa-
tions for LCP11(r1, 0), LCP12(r1, α) and LCP21(r2, 0), LCP22(r2, β), for −−→CP 1 and −−→CP 2 respec-
tively, can be written. For simplicity let these four be denoted by f1(r1), f2(r1), g1(r2)
and g2(r2) respectively. Let them be written in −kir1 + ni (i = 1, 2) and −kjr2 + nj ,
(j = 3, 4) form respectively. It should be noted that various other interpolations including
polynomial, sinusoidal, logarithmic, exponential functions, etc. were tested and their values
compared to the real values of the probabilistic functions, i.e. the values of the functions at
specific points inside the triangle. The linear approximation gave the best approximation,
was better suited to solving the system of equations and moreover it is faster to compute.






















Figure 6.3: Triangle formed using the three nearest CPs with all the angles. r1 and r2
denote distances from the user (~r) to the CP1 and CP2 respectively. The horizontal side of
the triangle is denoted by a and the line that is normal to a is denoted by h
6.8.








LCP1(r1, θ) and LCP2(r2, φ) show how likelihood depends on distance and angle. Angle
θ is measured starting from the −−→CP 1 → −−→CP 2 direction and it rises in the anticlockwise
direction and angle φ is measured from the −−→CP 2 → −−→CP 1 direction and it rises in the
clockwise direction. Some different approaches were tried as well. One was to use a two-
dimensional signal strength function inside the triangle and then to find user location based
on the multiple nearest neighbour approach (finding the closest locations in the signal space
and calculating the centroid). Another approach was based on the intersections of the lines
of constant probability values inside the triangle and finding the centroid of these points as
the location of a user. Both of these methods were very difficult to employ as they needed
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additional data collection and/or exhaustive computations. Also both of them gave worse
results, were much more computationally expensive and required heavy data collection.
In the same manner, similar equations can be derived for the other two pairs of CPs: −−→CP 1
and −−→CP 3 and −−→CP 2 and −−→CP 3. To find the position of the user, a solution that satisfies both
equations 6.7 and 6.8 needs to be found. Based on one RSSI observation, o, LCP1(r1, θ)
and LCP2(r2, φ) can be calculated for −−→CP 1 and −−→CP 2 respectively. This system will be
transformed until two nonlinear equations with two unknowns are obtained. Based on the
geometry of the triangle shown in figure 6.3, the following equations for the distances r1
















Also one can derive the following:
a1 =
a
(1 + tan θtanφ)
(6.13)
and similarly for a2:
a2 =
a tan θ
tanφ(1 + tan θtanφ)
(6.14)
Also it can be put
a1 = r1 cos θ (6.15)
and
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a2 = r2 cosφ (6.16)
Eventually r1 and r2 can be expressed as functions of θ and φ only:
r1 =
a
cos θ(1 + tan θtanφ)
=
a sinφ
(sinφ cos θ + sin θ cosφ)
(6.17)
and similarly for the r2 in equation 6.18
r2 =
a sin θ
(sinφ cos θ + sin θ cosφ)
(6.18)
Functions shown in equations 6.19 and 6.20 depend only on r1 and θ for the
−−→
CP 1 and
on r2 and φ for the
−−→
CP 2.








where α and β are fixed given angle values of the triangle. Let r1 and r2 in equations 6.19
and 6.20 be replaced with equations 6.17 and 6.18 respectively. Now they depend only on
the two angles as given in equations 6.21 and 6.22.
LCP1(θ, φ) =
a sinφ((k1 − k3)θ − k1α)






a sin θ((k2 − k4)φ− k2β)





At a specific location inside the triangle these two functions, LCP1(r1, θ) and LCP2(r2, φ),
become two positive real numbers less than one, L∗CP1 and L∗CP2 , respectively and thus
equations 6.21 and 6.22 become a system of two equations with two unknowns.
This system of two non-linear equations with two unknown angles θ and φ is solved
iteratively using (N)solve commands in Mathematica 7.0 software. One can notice that the
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Figure 6.4: Six different cases of a user estimate each painted in different color
functions are not defined for θ = 0 ◦ and φ = 0 ◦ and no location output can be obtained.
However, in practice, RSSI values don’t change as a user moves slowly in the near vicinity,
so values of the likelihood function don’t change either thus making localisation error so
small that it eventually does not matter whether a user is positioned somewhere on the line
−−→
CP 1 → −−→CP 2 or in its immediate surroundings. Only the pair of solutions with real physical
meaning was considered (both θ and φ have the same sign and intersect at a point i.e. for
θ 6= 0 ◦, φ 6= 0 ◦, 180 ◦ − |θ| > |φ| needs to be satisfied). In case there were two meaningful
pairs, their centroid was taken to represent the location of the user. Output values outside
of the triangle are also observed as valid estimates of the user position. This happens more
often near the sides of the triangle, as algorithms are not precise enough to locate the user
within the triangle. Generally, 6 different scenarios could be identified. These scenarios are
shown in figure 6.4 each illustrated in a different color.
The estimated location of a user that was output by the algorithm is denoted byM ′(x, y),
the edge of the triangle is denoted by a. The left angle is denoted by θ and the right one
is denoted by φ (for all scenarios). In the first scenario (shown in blue) both angles are
between 0 ◦ and 90 ◦; the opposite situation is shown in black and depicts the case when
both angles are negative (between 0 ◦ and −90 ◦). The situation when 0 ◦ ≤ θ ≤ 90 ◦ and
90 ◦ ≤ φ ≤ 180 ◦ is shown in red and similarly the opposite situation (−90 ◦ ≤ θ ≤ 0 ◦
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and −180 ◦ ≤ φ ≤ −90 ◦) is presented in pink. Eventually one can see that the situation
represented in green is when 90 ◦ ≤ θ ≤ 180 ◦ and 0 ◦ ≤ φ ≤ 90 ◦ while the opposite one
(−180 ◦ ≤ θ ≤ −90 ◦ and −90 ◦ ≤ φ ≤ 0 ◦) is shown in purple. The vector approach
is introduced to uniquely describe user position taking all these different scenarios into
account. Based on the notations in figure 6.3, let ~e1, ~e2, m,n ∈ <, denote the unit vector of
~r1, the unit vector of ~r2, and the corresponding real coefficients respectively. The following
equations can be written in the Cartesian coordinate system with the origin at −−→CP 1.
~r1 = m~e1 (6.23)
~r1 = ~a+ n~e2 (6.24)
If two vectors are equal then their corresponding scalar components, x and y, are equal as
well (equation 6.25 and equation 6.26).
me1x = ax + ne2x (6.25)
me1y = ay + ne2y (6.26)
Solving this system one can find the values of m and n from equations 6.27 and 6.28:
n =
axe1y





Based on the values of θ, φ, m and n one can determine the user position. The same
process can be applied for the other two sides of the triangle separately and their location
estimates obtained. This would give the same equations for the corresponding CPs (−−→CP 1
and −−→CP 3 & −−→CP 2 and −−→CP 3). Then the location of the user is found as a centroid of all
three, or any two or just one side of the triangle. In case there is no meaningful solution of
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the system of equations 6.21 and 6.21 for one side, the location of the user is found as the
centroid of meaningful solutions obtained when using the other two sides or even only one
side. In the worst case when there are no meaningful solutions, the user location was found





The last case describes the situation when the top 3 CPs formed the triangle in which
one of the angles was greater than 90 ◦. The user position was determined based on one,
out of two methods, that gives the minimal distance error: the one given above applied on
the side directly across from the angle greater than 90 ◦ only and the weighted centroid
approach described in equation 6.29.
6.3 Linearity model for likelihood function
The proposed localisation algorithm outlined in section 6.2.2 is predicated on the assumption
that the likelihood functions LCPi(~r) can be approximated as varying linearly along a path
from one CP to another. In this section a series of experiments which examine to what
extent this is true is described. A calibration point −−→CP i was chosen and a number of test
points identified at equal intervals (1.8m) along a straight line emanating from the −−→CP i. At
each test point ~r a signal strength observation with an arbitrary orientation was collected,
denoted by o, and these data were used to compute a value for LCPi(~r) as per equation
(6.1).
This experiment was performed a number of times for test points on lines in different
directions from the −−→CP i and for 15 different CPs as well. Data were collected at different
times of the day to ensure a challenging data-set for the algorithms. These likelihood values
for each testing point are plotted with blue asterisks in figures 6.5 and 6.6 as well as various
lines of the best fit through the values. The best optimal curve with the least error was
chosen to fit the data. In general, for a given set of values (xi, yi), for i = 1..n, we would
like to find an optimal curve (equation 6.30) that would give minimal square error.
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and its minimal value can be found solving the following system of equations 6.32:
∂err
∂a0
= −2∑ni=1 (yi − (a0 +∑jk=1 akxki )) = 0
∂err
∂a1
= −2∑ni=1 (yi − (a0 +∑jk=1 akxki ))xi = 0
∂err
∂a2




= −2∑ni=1 (yi − (a0 +∑jk=1 akxki ))xji = 0
(6.32)
We find coefficients of the polynomial: a0, a1,... and aj using matrix inversion X = A−1B



















































The linear fit is illustrated in green, the quadratic in red, the cubic in black and the quartic
line in yellow. Note that the values of LCPi(~r) are very small in practice and have been
suitably normalised. In particular, figure 6.5 shows results for two CPs, −−→CP i and −−→CP j ,
placed in two different rooms, where all the test points were in the same room as their cor-
responding CP. One can see that a linear fit through the data achieves reasonable accuracy
while having the advantage of being easy to deal with. The same conclusions were reached
for data taken at different CPs, and/or in different directions and/or at different times.
Figure 6.6 shows data from a more complicated setup with data collected and processed




CP l. In figure 6.6(a) there was a wall (of width 15 cm) between the first and
the second test point as well as between the third and the fourth points. In figure 6.6(b)
there were walls between the first and the second test points and between the the fourth
and the fifth. It is evident from the data that the values of LCPk(~r) and LCPl(~r) drop
sharply as one passes through a wall. The same experiments when walls were positioned
between other test points were also carried out. A linear fit still captures the general trend
of the data. The same conclusions were reached for data taken at different CPs, and/or in
different directions and/or at different times.
In total, 150 radial tests (in different directions) for the first and 150 for the second (more
complicated) setup were performed. These analyses show that the linear interpolation model
between two CPs (equation 6.2) approximates well the linear fit model for the distances
between a specific CP and test points which would correspond to the distances between
two CPs in equation 6.2. For each analyzed CP, it was noticed that the difference between
LCPi(~r) function values calculated using equation 6.1 and the linear interpolation model did
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not exceed 27.81% of LCPi(~r) function value for the first 7.5 meters from that CP (26.06%
and 15.78% on average in total in case of with and without walls respectively) thus making
this approximation useful for further analyses. The possibility of combining information
from several CPs to generate higher order models for LCPi(~r), and to create piece-wise
models which account for the sharp drops experienced as one passes through a wall is an
interesting one and will be pursued in future work.
6.4 Grid spacing analysis
In this subsection localisation results obtained using SEAMLOC as described in sections
5.3 and 6.2 are presented. An I × Jm2 rectangular grid (henceforth just grid) is defined
as the spacing between CPs equal to I meters in the x direction and J meters in the y-
direction. Tests were performed inside five big indoor spaces, where 6 different grids were
used (3 × 4m2, 3 × 5m2, 5 × 5m2, 4 × 6m2, 4 × 8m2 and 5 × 10m2). Each orientation of
a CP (North, South, West and East) is represented with 150 RSSI observations (600 RSSI
measurements per CP in total). Each grid was tested using 600 RSSI measurements and
the results are presented in figure 6.7.
The accuracy is shown on the x-axis and the cumulative distribution function (CDF)
for the accuracy on the y-axis. CDF (a) for a given value of accuracy a is defined as the
percentage of occurrences whose accuracy does not exceed the given value. In this work
0 ≤ CDF (a) ≤ 1. Accuracy is defined as the absolute difference between the actual location
of the user and location output obtained by SEAMLOC. One can notice that for smaller
grids CDF increases steadily and reaches 1 more quickly. Also, for each grid, the accuracy
is comparable with the size of that grid. As accuracy of a typical WLAN-based localisation
system is around 2−3 meters, one should use either 3×4m2 or 3×5m2 grid to obtain similar
performance. Moreover the difference between performances for 3× 4m2 and 3× 5m2 grids
is very small but a larger area can be covered by 3× 5m2 grid thus making it preferable in
further analyses. In table 6.1 one can see how the average accuracy depended on the grid
size. A description of the competing approaches is given in section 6.6.2.
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Grid (m2) 3× 4 3× 5 5× 5 4× 6 4× 8 5× 10
SEAM 1.7524 1.8901 3.2267 3.4942 5.1131 6.4055
HOR 2.1326 2.2851 3.7295 3.6255 5.9525 7.5149
COM 2.4956 2.6125 3.6932 3.8922 6.8473 8.4154
RAD 2.8425 2.9522 3.3843 4.1093 7.2473 8.3554
Table 6.1: Average accuracy (in meters) vs grid size. SEAMLOC (SEAM) was compared
with 3 well-known methods: HORUS (HOR) [180], COMPASS (COM) [91] and RADAR
(RAD) [19]
Grid (m2) 3× 4 3× 5 5× 5 4× 6 4× 8 5× 10
SEAM 0.1741 0.1784 0.2313 0.2911 0.4815 0.7311
HOR 0.2015 0.2111 0.3001 0.3131 0.6134 0.9114
COM 0.2113 0.2515 0.2913 0.3317 0.7312 1.1058
RAD 0.2225 0.2712 0.3131 0.3662 0.8411 1.1041
Table 6.2: Standard deviation of the average accuracy (in meters) vs grid size. SEAMLOC
(SEAM) was compared with 3 well-known methods: HORUS (HOR) [180], COMPASS
(COM) [91] and RADAR (RAD) [19]
Also table 6.2 shows how the standard deviation depended on the grid size.
6.5 Experimental setup when localising the user between cal-
ibration points
Two distinct experimental setups (ESs) were considered in order to validate the ideas
presented in section (6.2). The first setup, ES1, was the less challenging of the two. A
relatively open-plan indoor environment was chosen with few walls and a lot of objects
(figure 6.8). 60 CPs were distributed along an even grid covering 834.08m2. All offices and
corridors were used except the two small ones on the very left side of the figure.
The second experimental setup , ES2 was designed to be more challenging. It was carried
out on the second floor of the Dublin City University Computer Applications building.
Personal offices, of average size 8.9m2 were available for use (see figure 6.9). Every second
office was chosen to host two CPs (placed in the left-most corners), yielding a total of 32
CPs, with one office left empty (containing no CPs) between each two that were sampled.
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Thus in total there were 92 CPs. The wall thickness between offices was 15 cm. To test the
algorithm a user was allowed to move freely through all three experimental setups (including
the offices with no CP information), collecting data which were used to locate him. WLAN
data collection processes is described in section A.2 of the Appendix.
Each CP is represented using 600 RSSI observations from all four orientations taken
with a laptop using InSSIDer-based software1 . The application records RSSIs from all
confident APs. One observation consists of received signal strengths from all confident APs
(in the best case the total number of APs: 17 and 14 in ES1 and ES2 respectively). In the
testing phase, using one signal strength observation, o, and arbitrary user orientation, the
user can be located between CPs. A total of 500 testing observations were examined for
each ES. Also 3 × 5m2 grid was used in ES1 and ES2. The experiments were conducted
at times of considerable levels of human presence throughout the environment. A number
of separate investigations were performed in respect of the proposed algorithm:
• Number of sides of the triangle used in the localisation process.
• Comparison with other methods.
• Number of APs that can be sensed throughout the environment.
• Number of training and testing data.
6.6 Localisation between calibration points: results
6.6.1 Effect of number of sides of the triangle used
The SEAMLOC approach (denoted by SEAM as well) of section (6.2) takes the three top-
ranked CPs. These will usually form a triangle but can be collinear. Using one side of the
triangle only allows us to interpolate and locate the user at some intermediate point (within
or outside the triangle). There are three choices one could make to do this. Intuitively,
1http://www.metageek.net/products/inssider/
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Method SEAM SEAMab SEAMaz SEAMbz SEAMa SEAMb SEAMz
ES1 1.7942 2.2180 2.3059 2.3936 2.5491 2.7851 2.8822
ES2 2.4081 2.8401 2.9726 3.1282 3.3972 3.4711 3.5612
Table 6.3: Average accuracy (in meters) in ES1 and ES2 respectively using: all 3 sides,
different combinations of the 2 sides and 1 single side of the triangle. Method denotes
which combination of sides of the triangle was used.
using all three sides of the triangle and then choosing the centroid of the resultant three
estimates would offer the best accuracy and this is examined in this section.
In what follows the term SEAMa denotes an estimate based on using side a of the trian-
gle only, SEAMab denotes an estimate based on taking the average of that given by SEAMa
and SEAMb while SEAM denotes the centroid of the three estimates SEAMa, SEAMb
and SEAMz. The average accuracy achieved using these approaches, for both experimental
setups is shown in table 6.3. The data suggest that the accuracy increases as one combines
more interpolated estimates together. In order to give a fuller picture of the experimental
statistics figure 6.10 shows cumulative distribution functions for the accuracy for the various
scenarios. The first plot shows the data for ES1 while the second shows the data for the
more challenging ES2.
6.6.2 Comparison with other methods
SEAMLOC is compared with 3 well-known methods: HORUS (HOR) [180], COMPASS
(COM) [91] and RADAR (RAD) [19] (see figure 6.11). For RADAR the Multiple Nearest
Neighbours method i.e. the average of the k-nearest neighbours approach is used to obtain
the user position. Various values of k are considered; the k that gives the best accuracy
(k = 3) is chosen.
HORUS is implemented to maximise the system of equations given by equation 6.1.
There is a degree of correlation between signal strengths from the same AP and to obtain
the user position an autoregressive model is used. It can capture the correlation between
different RSSI values from the same AP. As in [180], if the distribution of RSSI values is
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Approach SEAM HOR COM RAD
ES1 1.7942 2.3048 2.6133 3.3030
ES2 2.4081 2.9542 3.2717 3.3844
Table 6.4: Average accuracy (in meters) in ES1 and ES2 using SEAMLOC, HORUS,
COMPASS and RADAR
Gaussian with mean value µ and the variance σ2, then for the average of n correlated RSSI
values the equivalent variance is given by equation 6.36. The value of α is estimated to
give a realistic value of the autocorrelation between the values. Two techniques are used
to estimate the position of a user: the center of mass technique (weighted k-means average
approach) and the time-averaging technique. The following parameters (the meaning of
the parameters is given in [180]) are used in ES1 and ES2 respectively: α = 0.76, N = 4,
W = 6 and α = 0.66, N = 4, W = 6. The time-averaging technique gives higher accuracy.
(1 + α)σ2
(1− α) (6.36)
The COMPASS method is implemented with 4 orientations. A weighted k-means ap-
proach is employed to find the user position. To compare SEAMLOC with HORUS, COM-
PASS and RADAR, 500 RSSI observations are used for each ES.
These competing approaches are implemented using on-line implementations of RADAR
[19] , HORUS [180] and COMPASS [91]. Their original implementations are kept the same
regardless of the distance between the nearest CPs. Also all the methods including SEAM-
LOC were tested in the same way, using the same training and testing dataset available.
In the testing phase, in all four approaches, one signal strength observation was used and
localisation accuracy was obtained.
From figure 6.11 it is clear that SEAMLOC outperforms all other methods. In ES2
the difference between these accuracies is smaller as there exists more complex environment
which degrades the performance of SEAMLOC (i.e. making it more equal to the other three
methods). In table 6.4 one can see achieved results for both ESs.
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6.6.3 Effect of number of APs on accuracy
In figure 6.12 one can see how the average accuracy changes when the number of available
APs decreases. Let the maximum number of available APs be denoted by Na. For a small
number of available APs k, (k < Na), p different k-combinations are found (here p = 7).
Each combination has k APs and for each combination the accuracy is calculated. Eventu-
ally, for that specific k the average accuracy is obtained. SEAMLOC clearly outperforms
all other methods. Already three APs, for all localisation methods, in both ESs, give much
better localisation results. It is also interesting to notice, in both ESs, that the average
accuracy does not drop significantly when using more than 8 APs. This result is useful
meaning that with lower budget and quicker installments reasonably accurate performance
can be achieved.
6.6.4 Effect of amount of training and testing data on accuracy
Results that show how the average accuracy changes if the amount of training and testing
data is changed are presented in figures 6.13 and 6.14 respectively. The same number of
RSSI observations is used in both ESs. For different training/testing datasets that have the
same number of RSSI observations the accuracies were calculated, and the average accuracy
for that specific number of RSSI observations is plotted.
In both ESs the average accuracy becomes almost constant when the amount of the
training data reaches 500 RSSI observations. Clearly, SEAMLOC again shows better perfor-
mance over the other three methods. Thus, the calibration phase can be done more quickly
to obtain good performance. In the case when the amount of testing data is changed,
the average accuracy remains almost constant (with small variations), in both ESs, thus
proving the reliability of SEAMLOC with a smaller number of tests.
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6.7 Conclusions
In this work, a novel approach to WLAN-based indoor localisation is described and results
are presented for two different environmental settings. Results of comparisons are also
presented between this and other localisation methods demonstrating its robustness and
improved performance over others in terms of accuracy. Moreover, fewer CPs than in
other methods are used thus making it practical and easy to deploy. Also compared to
results of RADAR, HORUS and COMPASS, SEAMLOC shows greater robustness to noise
outperforming other three competitive methods significantly. As it can be seen form the
results SEAMLOC shows good accuracy when using bigger grid size thus becoming useful
in case of using fewer CPs and large coverage. The algorithms are stable when using more
than 500 training observations, robust to the change of testing data and can be used in case
of smaller number of APs available based on a trade-off between hardware requirements
and needed accuracy. Also it is interesting to notice that accuracy obtained when using
two sides of the triangle in SEAMLOC can be also useful as it also can outperform other
three methods and moreover is slightly faster to compute. This reduces the calibration time
while the processing time is very similar to the other approaches. The work given here can
be extended to possibly obtain better accuracy and greater robustness. The possibility of
seamlessly tracking a user indoors using Kalman filters, using different device(s) in training
and testing phase and eventually employing more sophisticated classifiers such as SVM or




Figure 6.5: (a) Likelihood function LCPi(~r). On the x-axis: distance from −−→CP i given in




Figure 6.6: (a) Normalised LCPk(~r) function values in the case of walls between test points;
(b) The same graph for the LCPl(~r) function. In both examples the likelihood function
drops rapidly
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Figure 6.7: Cumulative distribution functions for the accuracy using SEAMLOC




Figure 6.9: (a) Map of office locations used in ES2: red crosses indicate offices used; (b)





Figure 6.10: (a) Cumulative distribution functions for the accuracy in ES1; (b) Cumulative




Figure 6.11: (a) Cumulative distribution functions for the accuracy in ES1; (b) Cumulative




Figure 6.12: (a) Average accuracy (in meters) vs. number of APs in ES1; (b) Average




Figure 6.13: (a) Average accuracy (in meters) vs. number of RSSI training observations in




Figure 6.14: (a) Average accuracy (in meters) vs. number of RSSI testing observations in




Indoor localisation is still an unsolved problem. Many approaches have been developed
to resolve this problem. Fusion approaches that were used to fuse two or more sensing
modalities, e.g. image and RF data have been investigated. In this thesis the fusion of
two complementary and different modalities is presented and as such represents the first
localisation work that deals with these two technologies fused using a late fusion process.
This can be regarded as a key novelty in the work presented.
There are four contributions in the technical work of this thesis. The first contribution
of this thesis lies in building an actual fusion function for the two sensing modalities. The
function shows great robustness in terms of variations of the both WLAN and image data.
Its thresholds can be tuned and synchronized for a given application so different value of
fusion performance can be obtained. Although it might appear that the improvement the
fusion function gives is only incremental, it is important when any of the modalities fails (e.g.
WLAN breaks down or if there exist significant occlusion in the images). The performance
variation for the localisation to within an office obtained by using a variable number of CPs
gives an interesting conclusion: whilst the best results are obtained by using 5 calibration
points for each office, one can see that using only one calibration point produces reasonably
good performance. The proposed fusion technique outperforms the other early and concept
fusion techniques it was compared with. Furthermore, as the method does not depend
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on the actual technology it would feasibly be employed when fusing some other sensing
modalities thus broadening its scope of applications.
The second contribution is based on seamless indoor localisation of a user anywhere in
space between preselected calibration points. A novel scaled probability approach based on
a reduced number of selected CPs is presented. The approach is based on robust scaled
likelihood functions that depend on angle and distance using linear interpolations. The
location of a user is found by solving a system of two non-linear equations with two unknowns
derived for a pair of CPs out of three that form a triangle. The centroid of the three solutions
represents the deemed location of a user. The method was tested on very challenging
data in a variety of conditions. It was compared with well-know localisation methods and
demonstrated improved performance. Less number of CPs than in other methods were used
thus making it very practical and easy to employ. This reduces the calibration time while the
processing time is very similar to other approaches. Moreover, as the performance depends
on frequency of CPs placed in the grid; accuracy and precision can be tuned and configured
according to user needs. Lower resolution for the experimental setup does not need extra
processing and moreover can be done in a shorter amount of time. The potential usefulness
of this approach, beside user localisation, is envisaged in a range of ambient assisted living
applications. Based on the directions given in section 6 this approach may show even greater
robustness using adaptive weights and/or using more sophisticated classifiers. The results
so far have already given some promising results.
Two additional contributions are based on novel image-based localisation and a novel
tracking algorithm. The third contribution extends hierarchical vocabulary tree approach
and is based on robust tuning the cluster centers of the hierarchical vocabulary tree of the
SURF feature descriptors. Cluster centers were calculated recursively using the previously
calculated cluster centers. The results outperformed the standard vocabulary tree approach.
The last, fourth, contribution represents a simple Viterbi-based multiplestate model
based on a simple Hidden Markov Model states. A novel transitional probability function
converts times of locations visited into probabilities. Also it takes into account confidences
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at specific locations when using any of the single modalities or fusion. The combination of
both sources increase the tracking performance, thus making the difference between them
notably reduced.
The methods proposed in this thesis move on from the current state of the art in several
directions. First, the thesis proposes an image-based localisation method that outperforms
standard hierarchical vocabulary tree approach by using a fine tuning of the cluster centers.
Also, the thesis proposes more robust and more accurate fusion function that better fuses
WLAN and image data and is used in localisation and tracking. It outperforms the previous
works in both localisation and tracking. A novel tracking approach introduces function that
converts times of visited locations into probabilities. So far only time analysis was used with
a simple transformation function. The last but not the least is the algorithm for localising
the user anywhere in space between CPs. The approach outperforms three other competitive
methods, is fast to compute, and robust to changes in environment.
In the future work heterogeneous localisation can be performed using different devices,
e.g. laptop and smartphone or tablet. This means using different devices in training and
testing phase and building robust mapping functions that would reliably map image and
WLAN data from one to another feature space or from the first to the second device.
Thus, heterogeneous localisation would make this approach more robust and sought after.
Another direction would be to use this approach together with other sensing modalities such
as audio and GPS. Audio would introduce more descriptive component into the system and
aid to hearing impaired people. GPS can be used to make this localisation system seamless
outdoor as well. Thus, it can be used when GPS is weak or unreliable outdoors (tunnels and
urban canyons) and switching to other two sensing modalities. All these sensing modalities
are nowadays commonly available on any smartphone device. Also in the future work
two classification methods will be analyzed: Support Vector Machines (SVMs) and neural
networks. They tend to perform better with continuous and multidimensional features but
performance also depends on the dataset type as well. For neural network models and
SVMs, a larger dataset size is required for achieving its maximal accuracy. Eventually,
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adaptive and confidence-based weighting in the multisensor fusion can be used to achieve
better accuracy and/or precision.
Support Vector Machines (SVMs) are relatively novel supervised machine learning tech-
nique. SVMs are based on a margin - either side of selected hyperplane which separates
two data classes [33, 76]. Choosing the maximal margin and making the largest possible
distance between the separating hyperplane and the instances on either side reduces an
upper bound of the expected generalisation error. Assume some training data D, a set of
n points of the form (xi, ci) where ci is either 1 or −1, indicating the class to which the
point xi belongs. Each xi is a p-dimensional vector. The main objective is to find the
maximum-margin hyperplane that separates the points having ci = 1 from those having
ci = −1. Training the SVM is done by solving an N dimensional QP problem, where N is
the number of samples in the training dataset. As supervised machine learning techniques
are applicable in numerous domains. A choice of algorithm always depends on the actual
task [72, 48, 76].
An Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is a system that consists of many parts which are
highly interconnected and work synchronously in order to solve specific problems. These
neural networks can be used for detecting and localising patterns, usually when that cannot
be achieved using other classification techniques [175, 127, 182]. Using first experience
and/or training data ANNs are able to learn how to perform classification. As ANNs
processings can be performed in parallel it significantly saves amount of time needed for
such operations. A simple artificial neural network can be modelled as a device (neuron)
that has many inputs and one single output (shown in fig 7.1) [115]. There are two working
modes: the training and the using mode. For specific input values, in the training mode,
the neuron can be trained to fire (or not).
When it is ready to be used and when a learned data pattern at the input is acknowl-
edged, its associated output is now the present output. If the input data pattern is not
recognized in the set of learned detected patterns then the system decides whether to fire.
For every node there is a set of training instances; some of them can fire (the 1-taught set
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Figure 7.1: A simple neuron [182]
of patterns) while some others prevent from doing the same thing (the 0-taught set). After
we receive new data patterns, they can fire if there are more common elements with data
patterns in the 1-taught set than in the 0-taught set. If one can not decide the system is
in so called undefined state. Therefore, the rule can respond meaningfully to data patterns
which are not processed in the training part.
Multisensor fusion based on adaptive and confidence-based weighting is in general terms
complex and difficult task. The current methods have shown problems in weight specifi-
cation especially in query-based and in fusion approach where weights that connect dif-
ferent modalities are functions of different classes (e.g., users, tools, players, etc.). Many
approaches use weights that were previously trained and calculated using large training
datasets. The main problems are their poor performance and lack of scalability. Novel
adaptive learning weighting framework for multisensor fusion is given to overcome these dif-
ficulties [99]. There is an adaptive scheme that learns on the fly all weights that are needed
in fusion process. K-nearest neighbour approach selects dynamically all these weights. Its
main characteristics are:
1) one doesn’t need pre-defined classes
2) without fixing parameter values one can accurately learn query weights for multisensor
fusion
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3) the training examples are determined in classification process without noise and following
the rules of semantics
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Appendix A
WLAN and image data capture
A.1 Introduction
In this Appendix we provide additional technical detail on how WLAN and image data
were captured and pre-processed for our experimental set-ups. The WLAN infrastructure
is widely used to provide indoor user localisation without installing additional equipment.
A wireless network interface card collects WLAN signals and acts as a sensor device. Initial
data analysis is important for location fingerprinting. The properties of the received signal
strength values (RSSI) are crucial to understand the characteristics of WLAN features in
general. As they effectively depend on location, understanding their physical characteristics
can have an important effect on the development of indoor localisation system.
A digital image is a numeric representation of a real world scene. Often a finite set of
values is observed giving so called raster images. Its pixels are given as a two-dimensional
array of small integers (so called raster map) thus making calculations very expensive. Users
process raster images through many kinds of image formats. Raw image format enables all
data to be used by the user (rather than losing some data due to compression) and these can
be taken using some digital cameras. In this chapter devices and software used in WLAN
and image data collection are presented. InSSIDer software installed on a laptop is used
for WLAN RSSI data collection while the images are extracted from video using FFmpeg
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software.
A.2 WLAN data collection
Initialization of a WLAN station starts when a device finds an AP that is available for
connection. When the connection to that AP becomes unstable, the station must find
another AP that can establish a more reliable connection. Scanning is defined as looking
for an AP. One can differentiate active from passive scanning. In active scanning for each
channel on which an AP operates, a probe request is sent by the station and the station
waits until a response is received [114, 75]. Based on these probe responses, the station
then decides the best AP to which it can connect. Every channel is listened on for beacons
by the station. The beacons are sent from the transmitter regularly by access points [20].
An AP may take 100 ms to send a beacon while an AP responds to a probe request within
20 ms which makes active scanning more used and efficient than passive scanning. The
number of APs identified before and reported after the scanning process varies due to the
type of microprocessor on the host device, environmental interference, etc [117]. During
the scanning process, a station can not receive or send any payload data. In this thesis
active scanning was used to obtain RSSI values from the corresponding APs using InSSIDer
software.
A.2.1 InSSIDer
InSSIDer is WLAN network scanner software for Microsoft Windows produced by MetaGeek,
LLC [6]. Like NetStumbler, InSSIDer is free but unlike NetStumbler, it is open source
software (Apache 2.0 license) and currently an alpha version of InSSIDer is available for
installation on Linux. InSSIDer works very similarly to NetStumbler: the program imme-
diately begins scanning for and displaying information on the WLANs it finds after it has
been launched. InSSIDer uses the wireless network card to measure signal strength and
channel selection of available wireless APs (its interface is shown in figure A.1). InSSIDer
has a Channel Graph so one can see which APs are overlapping and causing interference
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[6]. The Channel Graph also shows how neighboring channels overlap. InSSIDer can be up-
dated to refresh its display at a certain speed i.e. sampling speed. Each display area shows
available APs, their public name and related information [6]. The Time Chart plots time
along the bottom and signal strength along the side. The Channel Graph shows available
APs by channel along the bottom and the signal strength along the side. It uses the same
negative vertical scale as the Time Chart. The Network Table shows available APs’ details.
Each AP has a different color that is used throughout the three displays. One can also
exclude uninteresting APs from the charts as well [6]. Signal strength is a good wireless
AP proximity indicator - signal strength increases as you get closer. Operating systems can
function as APs and wireless clients simultaneously. Details about the APs detection using
InSSIDer are displayed in several columns as explained below in table A.1.
Figure A.1: InSSIDer interface
InSSIDer is straightforward to use. In terms of finding and reporting on existing WLANs
in user vicinity, it vastly outperforms WLAN scanners [6].
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Abbreviation Description
MAC Address the MAC address of the AP
SSID the service set identifier or name of the WLAN
RSSI the received signal strength indicator
Channel the channel that the WLAN is operating on
Distributor the manufacturer of the WLAN card
Privacy the type of encryption the WLAN uses to secure its transmissions
Max Rate the theoretical maximum data transmission rate for the WLAN
Network Type only two choices here: infrastructure or ad hoc
First Seen displays the time when InSSIDer first detected the WLAN
Last Seen displays the time when InSSIDer last saw the WLAN
Latitude and Longitude used in conjunction with InSSIDers GPS functionality
Table A.1: The functionality of InSSIDer that appears in the user interface
A.2.2 Scanning and RSSI properties
Localisation of a WLAN station is determined based on the RSSI of probe requests detected
by an AP and forwarded via their registered WLAN controllers to the location appliance
[136]. Regular and consistent probing of the network is important to obtain good WLAN
location estimation. This process starts when clients (WLAN stations) issue probe requests
to discover the existence of WLAN networks in their surrounding. An unassociated client
may generate probe requests quite regularly, while clients that are associated to a network
will issue probe requests less often [2].
Signal strengths are expressed in a negative value of signal loss and denoted with dBm.
RSSIs are expressed as the absolute values of signal strengths and are expressed in dBm as
well. The RSSIs were captured using InSSIDer software, together with their unique MAC
address, signal to noise ratio (SNR), channel information and other information.
This step also includes filtering weak signals. In the case given here it consists of
fingerprints whose RSSI values are greater than 80 dBm meaning that we have very weak
signals that need to be removed from further analysis. It might be the case they will not
appear in a scan at another given time. Also stronger signals whose RSSIs are lower than
70 dBm are most likely to be always present. Even then, at some measured location RSSI
value can be bigger than 70 dBm thus meaning the signal is relatively weak. Because the
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WLAN signal carrier is not consistent itself, it is hard to identify a location without a fixed
signal strength. Signal strengths vary over time, caused by multipath effects, and these
signal strengths themselves are not consistent either. However, by averaging the signal
strength values, and by creating a search space (a range) around this average, it is possible
to predict a location. Each location is represented with a series of fingerprints. The table
of fingerprinting vectors at a location was built and an example is shown in figure A.2.
Figure A.2: Output file example
It consists of the MAC address of the network as well as the corresponding time stamp
and RSSI value. The most important fields include the location ID from the table location,
which is used in any other table. This coincides with the fingerprint, as the fingerprint is the
node itself. There should be a reasonable amount of caution exercised when fingerprinting
as the process assumes that RSSIs are dependent on physical objects in the space due to
multipath and that they change over time. In addition, their transmitters, the routers or
Media Access Control units (MAC), can be replaced as well. The uniqueness is necessary
to distinguish APs with the same SSID, as otherwise measuring using SSIDs will result in
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collated signal strengths. The InSSIDer’s open source code was changed to collect RSSI
signals at a fixed sampling rate. At each location, active scanning is carried out with
sampling interval of a 1 second. Those locations were then tagged with location information,
and merged into one file. The data were collected and the experiments were performed on
Dell Inspiron laptop with Intel Core 2 Duo Processor T5250 (2.0 GHz, 2 MB L2 cache, 667
MHz FSB), memory of 2× 2048 MB, 667 MHz Dual Channel DDR2 SDRAM, SATA Hard
Drive with 450GB (5.400rpm) and Intel PRO/Wireless 3945ABG card. A 1 second interval
showed good, stable, RSSI values as it can fluctuate in a short time. Signal strengths change
between 39 dBm and 45 dBm, caused by both direct and indirect signals at the place of
reception due to multipath effects. It also detects the stability of APs: at a given location,
if at least 40% of total number of APs are present, this can be considered as relatively stable
(see fig. A.3). This will eliminate unstable APs, which are usually outlying routers.
Figure A.3: Stable and unstable APs shown on InSSIDer interface
It has been seen that upon using recorded values from the 14 - 17 stable APs within
reach, often false locations have been provided. Further conclusions can be drawn regarding
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the localisation algorithm and the database.
A.3 Image acquisition
FFmpeg is a useful and reliable audio/video extractor and converter used to gather and
process information and data from a live audio or video data source [4, 3, 5]. It successfully
extracts from arbitrary sampling rates and is able to rescale video in real time. The pro-
gram takes an arbitrary amount of files as input (streams of a network, grabbing devices,
regular files, pipes, etc.), specified by the i value, and outputs an arbitrary amount of files
specified by an output filename [4, 5]. Each input or output file can consist of an arbitrary
number of different type of streams (video/audio/data/attachment/subtitle/). Using the
-map function one can choose which streams from input should be forwarded to output.
This can be done automatically as well. In the options, input files can be referred to using
their indices. This means that by 0 we denote the the first input file, by 1 the second one
etc. Thus, for example, 3 : 4 denotes the fifth stream in the fourth input file. A general rule
says that options are applied to the next file of interest. It highlightens the importance of
the order and one can apply many times the same option. For each the process is repeated
for the next input or output file. This is not the case with the global parameters given
at the very beginning. The input and output files should not be mixed; firstly all input
files should be specified and all output files afterwards. Between two consecutive input or
output files the whole process is performed and but first a reset needs to be done.
Extracting images from a video is an automatic process in which frames are extracted
first and afterwards transformed into images in a way that each image corresponds to
particular frame. The number of frames per second can be controlled, as well as image
format, the frame rate and in case user wants a particular image resolution, it can be done
by changing the size of the frame which will be given below. The most general way of
extraction images from a video [4, 3, 5] is given with:
[shredder12]$ ffmpeg -i inputfile.avi -r 1 -f image2 image-%kd.jpeg




Figure A.4: Examples of visual sensing given in (a),(b),(c) and (d); sample images collected
of office spaces
where each frame represents an image. The default value is 25 but any number can be
chosen. Here in this work r = 2 is used.
In the previous command one can define different flags. k defines image format used in
the extraction process. If k = 2 then the images will be in the format e.g. image-01.jpeg,
image-02.jpeg or if k = 3 it will be e.g. image-001.jpeg, image-002.jpeg. Here k = 3 is used.
With -s flag one sets the size of extracted image. By default the image corresponds to
the video’s resolution. The image resolution used and processed in this thesis is 640× 480.
One stream of every type only is added from the input file to the every output file. It can be
either video, audio or subtitle [4]. For video the highest resolution stream is chosen. If there
are more streams with the same type the one with the lowest numbered stream is chosen.
In the input string the numerical options take a string that represents a number, which
may contain one of the International System number postfixes. There are stream specifiers,
options that are applied per-stream, that with great precision specify which stream(s) a
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given option belongs to. A colon usually separates stream specifier from the option name.
-codec:c:3 ac3 option contains c:3 stream specifier. If a stream spec. matches more streams,
the process is done to all of them. An empty stream specifier can match every stream
[4, 3, 5].
A.4 Conclusion
In this Appendix we provide useful supplementary details on data collection which in spite of
its characteristics managed to be performed successfully using the state-of-the-art software
solutions. Although the data collection (RSSI data and images) was performed on two
different devices (laptop and camera respectively) in near future this will be feasible using
e.g. wearable cameras which would reduce both financial cost and hardware requirements.
The data reliably represent challenging everyday environments. The challenging datasets
are formed using the data and used to test extensively localisation methods proposed in
chapter 5 and chapter 6.
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